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V RAFE AND EQUII HAZY Ur AIR 1.01 ('I I NI 15111) l'ERSONNEI .

A MAUI, I AM.:CH N101)I 10I I ACCESSION AND RE fENTION NiARKI.TS

IN('OltIN)RA I IN( i I (111 I I VI I CONS ITZAINFti

I. IN URI fill l -1 Ili~ ANT) St 'N1%1 AR N'

Research centering on estimating the supply of enlistees to the ilitaly began assuming increasing

importance as early as II decade plint to the ChIInallOn of the than Amid the current suggestions that a

return to sonic form of draft may he neeessaiy, this iesearch once again takes on an important rule. The

'Iblem is basically one of nnsing the necessity anpowei toi the miliniry at a direct cost that the

Ail',.rican public is willing to bear. It is well known that the daft reduces the direct cost of raising the

required manpower by forcing, those conscripted to pay an mdileet tax. The draft also raises other issues

the most important of which is how to decide who is drafted.

Assuming that the all volunteer force ( AV)) is to continue it is imperative that a complete

inulerstanding of the military manpower market he developed. the past work on this subject has

concentrated on the career choice problem. Him is, potential enlistees have been viewed as making their

decisions based on a comparison of the present values of career earnings in the military versus civilian life.'

Given tastes for the military it is argued that alt individual opts for a military' career when the present value

of military earnings relative to the present value of civilian earnings is larger than sonic critical value. This

critical value depends on the individual's tastes lot the military,.

This traditional theory results in prediction statements which can and have been test ed.` In these

tests, the rate of enlistment has been related to relative wages, the qualified military. available (a population

estimate), unemploymeat, and recruiting effort. The results obtained from the effort have been mixed hut

on the whole, at least from outward appearance, satisfactory for the period before the end of the draft. In a

highly cited post AA/I:study, Cooper found what seem to be reasonable results using semi-annual data.'

This present study considers the market for Air Force enlisted personnel. The approach taken, though

well grounded on economic principles, departs substantially from the existing literature on military

manpower supply. This existing literature has attempted to estimate the relation between supply and its

determinants prime consideration has been given to the effect of wages and unemployment on the supply

of enlistments through attempts to estimate supply elasticities. The problems with this literature are

manifest to a careful reader; wage supply elasticities, as estimated, obey no orderly principles. The effect of

the military wage on enlistments is as often negative as positive; it exhibits no stability over time, place,

service or manpower pool, and is extremely sensitive to the form of the chosen estimating equation. It is

literally possible, through judicious selection of the study cited, to find a magnitude and direction to

support any point of view.

This unsatisfactory state is due to a well-known problem the identification problem. Existing

studies have failed to account for the fact that observed enlistments are jointly determined by demand and

supply considerations and therefore have failed to identify the supply curve. What has been estimated is an

improperly specified reduced form equation which represents the equilibrium of demand and supply. While

some authors have realized they have an identification problem in their studies, it has never been clear how

to specify the demand and supply sides of the military manpower market in order to resolve the problem.

Sec the excellent p.tp...r by l'iOier 1: 1)(0) t(n- discily,iin of this view.

2See Fisher (1969),

3See Cooper ( 1977).
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Annither tant problem With the ',WV'. us SVI)lk ISIJIts t11)11 I he I10;11 of tlihst went

deCiSt011 IS a decision eoilie.'ffling Caret*, Linnet'. hl tact, si ila.. 11 per( elitare in enlistees eve! make the

military a career or ever intend to do SO, a fait well known to eniptia\i/ the

civilian value of Ait Force training in then reerlilling

This shady attempts to advance the analssis of these issues thionyji tot twilit loll ot a new model that

force level recilinekilentS, Iktsunncl inventoiles and the letention and at:Cession markets

sinttlt;tnet us system. In addition, a new model of the enlistment klet 'NUM S4111k h VMS the dul:tlton 11

service as part of the enlistment decision process has hues developed.

This report consists of six sections. Section I contains an intiorhietion and a S11111111;0 of the ptoiect.

In Section II the theory of the enlistment (lei is loll is developed. In Section III the results ot Section II ate

used to develop a g,enetal model ot the equilibrium military force. In Section IV, the theoretical stincttite

(developed in Section II and III) is leialc(1 to the Air Doles manpower experience. In 1.lectio V, the

empirieal evidence relating to previous work on the supply of enlistees is presented. Section VI contait,

transition From them y to empirical work and reports the empirical work.

Summary

I. Mc Air r(q.ce etilivPHent ilcciwn. Hie traditional cineei choice theoretic approach to the Au

Force enlistillent L 1eeision fails to .ick.ount for the fact that the mean length of service is from 4.5 to C.2

years. That is, the Mean ot the time limn enlistillent to separation Froth the Air Force, for whatever reason,

has ranged from 4.5 to 5.2 eas for the lot$') to I4176 period. Thus, the median enlistee treats the Air

Force not as a career but as a significant wont -xperience in a life cycle. A model of individual

choice is formalized in this iepint \knd, 1,1 He optimal distribution of total working life between

military and civilian alternatives. In this .1 i3 the typical individual has a planned working life that

encompasses both military and civilian einplonicnt.

The theory has two impoitant properties in explaining observed enlistment behavior. First, it makes

the enlistment decision More than just a matter of comparing the present values of alternative career

earnings. In fact, given that an individual has a positive desired level of military service his enlistment

decision depends on the relation between his desired length of stay and the minimum enlistment period.

Any individual with a desired length of military service greater than the minimum will supply his services.

Those individuals with desired lengths of military service less than the minimum enlistment must make an

all or nothing decision between no military service or the minimum enlistment period

The second important property of the theory is its ability to explain the mean length of !Mina!)

service. This aspect of the theory is important becauso of the crucial roll, played hv I he mean service time in

the determination of the demand for enlistees. In fact, it is shown that the mean length of service is

positively related to the military wage and negatively related to civilian wages and the probability of finding

civilian employment. The greater the mean length of service, the smaller the flow of new enlistments

required to maintain any given force level.

2. 'Ph' Air Force milt /,over mar /nt.The lit Fitice rutittpc,wer im-c%tory is Jointly determined in

two markets the accession market and the rereno, .tochastu. process model is developed

which characterizes each of the markets. Viewing the :orCO jS the number of servers in the

process allows the mean length of service to he treated as the ins of the service rate. i.e.. one over the

mean length of service is the expected nunibe, , ti turns over in any given year.

For tht Air Force each position turns over .itch. 0.2 tiro -, pet roplyins.! a live year expected

length of service.

The mean length of service, as pointed our ,s 't. IS (10,c r Lncti by military and civilian wages. lhe

allowable force level, on the other hand, is mandafd by Congtt.-,s. I hew two factors together determine

the Air Force demand for enlistees. Thal is, the total rrimbei o ,sitiotts tittles the number ot times per

year each position turns over yields the number of new enlistees that Hi 3.t be found it the force level is to

be maintained.
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empirical counterpart. In doing so the importance of the level of military wages relative to civilian wages for

the level of net accession is demonstrated. Through some simplifying -assumptions the ent: e planned

working life earnings pattern can be collapsed into a function depending on only the beginning military and

civilian wages. Thus, the supply of enlistees can be derived as a function of the military and civilian wage,

the relevant population of entry-age individuals and the employment rate. In addition, the expected length

of military service is a function of these same variables with the exception of the population variable.

Using the steady state results, derived in Section IV. the theoretical work can trinsformed into its

empirical counterpart. As a result of this transformation the relation between the coefficients of

the equations describing equilibrium and supply and demand schedules is apparent. In faet, it can he shown

Chat the coefficient of, for example, the military waee in the usual supply equation is act ually the result of

WO off-setting forces. One, the tender of higher inilitar wages to inclease the mean force level due to

increased supply. Two. the decline in the demand for accessions because of increased retention of

personnel.
The actual estimates were performed 011 three treasures of t he accession rate each of which has a

slightly different interpretation. First. accessions were measured as the rue at which individuals (whose

paydate was the same as their service date) entered the Air Force. This measure of ac..essions is only

traction of all those who enter the Ai: oice and is the closest thing we hn e to inea5tintig, the proportion

of the tune the systeni is not hill. i.e.. there is no wait for enlistment. See,nd. accessions were measured as

the rate at winch individuals signed up fur the Air Voice regardless of. their service. date. The second

illeaSilie is t he hest estimate of the net supply of enlistees. Third. accessions were Ints:rsurcd as the rare at

which individuals entered the Voice. Hits last measure is the hest estimate of the Air replacement

demand.

liceanse these three estimates are fundamentally different. we would expect the empirical results to

differ and indeed this is tire ease. For c \ ample. the effect of changes in the wage ratio (Air Force wage

divided 1)< civilian wage) on accessions is consistently negative for the paydate service date and service

date regressions but positive for the paydate regression's. In general. however. the results are as expected and

confirm the fact that the equations estimated represent equilibrium equations. Thus. the estimates cannot

he used direct I\ as supply or demand equations. The procedures developed do, however. provide a basis for

attempts to estimate suppl and demand. but a good deal more work is required to accomplish this

Conclusions
his work has developed a signiticant class of models which provide ;.1 neW luny tat looking at military

manpower markets. inpirical estimates rev: rl that the observed accession rate can be explained by these

rirodels. but only by viewing enlistments as a result or interacting demand and supply forces.

This work has emphasiied the importance of the demand side in the determination of the net rate of

accesshlns. One major factor in the demand side is the force level. In fact, the empirical results indicate that

changes in the force level are one of the primary sources of explanation for the Air Force manpower

experience during the AVI. period. The second major factor on the demand side is the retention rate which

is related to the mean length of stay in the military. Our empirical results confirm the importance of this

aspect of demand in that even after the efleets of force revel changes are removed the effect of an increase

in the military wage on accessstons is negative.

It is char from the empirical results and the consistency the theory developed that the returns to

additional work using this anproach will he substantial, The preliminary empirical work makes it clear that

a joint estimating tech7,,,itic must be used to estimate the retention and the accession markets. With the

results of this joint cstnnii,ion. reliable estimates of the supply and demand wage effects. without which a

sensible Air Force Manpower policy cannot he devised. should be available.
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IL THE .HIORY OF CAREER CHOICE AS APPLIED
TO THE ENLISTMENT DECISION

In this section, the theoretical work is begun by modeling the problem of career choice. This is a

necessary first step in developing the supply side of the Air Force enlisted personnel market. Moreover, this

analysis is required because the existing theory of the civilian- military career choice is deficient in several

respects and not adequate for purposes of the simiiitaneous consideration of the accession and retention

markets. Of particular concern is the fact that the over .vlielming bulk of Air Force enlistees do not spend

their entire working life in the Air Force. If one looks at the distribution of departures from the Air Force

by length of service, the mean of the length of service at time of separation in the Air Force has ranged

between 4.5 to 5.2 years (see Appendix A), and less than 0.04 percent of individuals in the Air Force

continue through the mandatory retirement age.'' Thus, any analysis of the military-civilian choice must

confront the fact that virtually all individuals who enlist will spend a substantial part. and in most cases the

dominant part, of their working lives in the civilian sector.

Another issue that must he addressed (if a realistic analysis of the enlistment decision is to he

obtained) is the fac't that enlistment contracts are for a definite minimum tour of duty. Those individuals

for whom this minimum is an effective constraint will he influenced by the level at which the specified

minimum is set. For some, the minimum enlistment will induce them to enlist for longer than they

otherwise would. For others, the minimum may be so high as to make them elect not to enlist. Lastly. the

amount of training to he received and its eventual usefulness in the civilian sector enters into the enlistment

decision. Clearly, training is relevant as an enlistment inducement only to the extent that the prospective

trainee intends to apply that training later in civilian employment. Therefore, it is essential that the military

enlistment decision be treated as constituting a choice of enlistment duration to be followed by a civilian

career, rather than treating it as an all or nothing career choice. The relevant choice is the optimal

distribution of the workim years between both military and civilian employment, not between exclusive

military or civilian careers.

The prohle,n can be treated analytically by assuming that individuals make choices over goods, years

in the military and years as a civilian. Assume that an individual's ranking over his choice space can be

summarized in the following indirect utility function.

U = 1.1(g. M, (I)

where g is interpreted as the stream of goods available for consumption over the individual's lifetime. M is

years of military service and C is years in civilian employment.s Expression ( 1) is a short-hand way of

presenting the idea that individuals can rank various bundles of goods, years in the military and years as a

civilian as to which bundle the,, prefer..In this decision it is assumed that consumption of goods represents

the same level of consumption for every year of the individual's life. For convenience this level of

consumption is labeled as permanent consumptiHn. For any given level of permanent goods consumption

the locus of combinations of military and civilian years of employment for which the individual is

indifferent can he constructed. These loci, or indifference curves, are concave to the origin. In Figure 1, a

set of such curves for various levels of permanent consumption is depicted. In the figure the horizontal axis

4 yen those individuals who continue to the mandatory retirement age generally pursue civilian careers upon

retirement.
511erein goods consumption is treated as a permanent consumption stream. That is any planned variation in

consumption expenditure is :,,,nored. Such planned variation could be accounted for by expressing g as the present value of

planned consumption e]..penditures. "[his approach does not affect the analysis to follow except to add to its complexity.



Figure I. Indifference curves between year in the military and as a civilian.

measures years in the civilian labor force and the vertical axis measures years in the military. Each

indifference curve represents, fora given level of consumption. various combinations of military and civilian

employment which the individual finds are equivalent. Since total years of work is a "bad" rather than a

"good," the greater the distance from the origin a given indifference curve lies, the greater must be the

permanent consumption level since the greater is the total number of years of work.6

The concavity of the indifference curves implies that the individual believes that "variety is the spice

of life." These curves imply that the individual is willing to devote more of his life working if lie can divide

his years between two occupations than if he specializes in either one. An individual, who has a distaste for

variety, Would have convex indifference curves for given levels of goods consumption. The intercept of the

curves gives us an idea of the indivi_tual's relative feelings toward the military versus civilian life. The greater

the civilian intercept is relative to the military intercept, the greater the preference for civilian life and vice

versa.

Given the wap,e structure in the niilitary and civilian occupations we can construct the relation

between military years, civilian years and goods consumed. Let this relation be summarized by the implicit

function

i(g. M. (') = ()

where the signs of the partial derivatives of II are indicated above the appropriate argument. From (2) it is

easily shown that increases in either military or civilian work years increase the level of goods consumption.

A given level of goods consumed per year will require a present value of earnings that will yield the

revenue required for the oods consumption. Given the interest rate, the level of goods consumed will be

proportional to the present value of the lifetime earnings stream. Thus, (2) can he writYm as

6. lurs relation between and number o! years worked follows because around the equilibrium value leisure

must have positive marginal utility.
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+ +

g = (') (J)

where h(M, C) is present value of income and y > 0 is a factor ofproportionality.' The positive signs above

M and C in (3) indicate the assumption that increases in either military or civilian working years increase

goods consumption.
Now if civilian and military wages are fixed and equal, then hl M, C') will be linear in M and C. On the

other hand, if training in the military raises civilian alternative wages then h(M, C) becomes strictly convex.

The strict convexity of h(M, C) implies that the total labor input required for a given present value will be

smaller than if an individual specializes in civilian employments

In Figure 2, an indifference curve for given permanent consumption g- and an opportunity locus,
which consists of the combinations of years of military and civilian work required to generate the present

value necessary to purchase the consumption stream g° have been superimposed. For purpose of
illustration, it has been assumed that the present value function is linear in M and C. It will be.-iiseful to

relax this assumption in the following analysis.`'

igur(' 2. The optimal military-civilian labor choice.

The equilibtium in Figure 2 is at a point A with M years of military service and C years of civilian
work. Note that the budget line (opportunity locus} represents the lowest number of working years
necessary to allow consumption g°. There arc two important features to he noted. First, the number of
years in the military depends on the relative wage in the military. In particular, the greater the military

wage relative to civilian wages, the natter the budget line and, accordingly, the greater the panned number

7In other words y is a number such that a dollar amount equal to WM. (' invested at the market rate of interest
would just be exhausted at the individual's expected time of death.

the military wage is smaller than civilian wages then the constraint is concave and training has the effect of
reducing concavity with the same result that if both NI and C are positive. total labor input required for a given present
value will be smaller than if the individual specializes in either NI or C.

9The linearity assumption is not necessary for any of the results derived but simply makes the figures easier to
Hollow. What is required is that the cmIstr:rint he less ',ncave than the indifference curve an interior solution, i.e., a
solution with positive values for both NI and is to result.
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of years of military service. Second, the individual's preferences for military versus civilian life are reflected

in the slope of the indifference curve. The steeper the initial slope at the horizontal axis, the greater will be

the number of military years chosen, if everything else remains the same.

Before proceeding further with this analysis an important issue should be addressed. This issue

involves the effect of changes in the level of wages, which change the opportunity locus. These changes have

two effects, an income and a substitution effect. Because the problem deals with a three-gooe world of

permanent consumption, years in the military, and years as a civilian, the indifference map in Figure I

represents a single level of utility. To clarify this point consider Figure 3.

Figure The effects of wage changes.

In Figure 3 the indifference curves are drawn for a single level of permanent consumption.

Accordingly, the nearer the origin is any indifference curve, the greater the level of utility. That is. it is

assumed that over the relevant range that work is a "had" or that leisure is a -good.- The opportunity locus

in Figure 3, BB. is the combination of years in the military and years as a civilian that will yield the present

value of income required to purchase the level of permanent consumption assume(' in the construction of

the indifference map.
Consider now an increase in the military wage. Such an increase results in the opportunity locus BR

becoming flatter; that is. the number of years of military service required to yield the assumed permanent

consumption stream has been reduced. This new opportunity locus is line BB' in the figure. If the optimal

level of permanent consumption remains unchanged, then the individual moves to point A' and increases

military service while reducing years as a civilian.

The implication of this equilibrium, however, is that the individual has consumed all of the change in

his opportunity set as increased leisure. It should he expected that in reality the change in the opportunity

set will be used up in increased goods consumption and leisure. Accordingly the relevant opportunity set

must. be consistent with a higher permanent consumption level. This new opportunity locus is denoted as

line B"B" in the Figure 3.
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Since the original indifference map was constructed for a constant level of permanent consumption, a

new indifference map must now be drawn. It is assumed that the dashed indifference curve is the relevant

one for the new higher level of permanent consumption. Accordingly, the new equilibrium is at point A"

with greater years in both civilian and military than point A'. Point A", howeier, still retains the

substitution of military time for civilian dine relative to the original equilibrium point A.

What has been developed above is a theory which determines the optimal mix of military and civilian

tile. Fundamentally this optimal combination is a function of the opportunity locus. The opportunity locus

is itself a function of the wage structure in military versus civilian occupations. In fact, as shall be shown

below, certain aspects of military training can result in an opportunity locus that is particularly conducive

to the equilibrium choice containing a positive amount of military service.

The theory so tar has concentrated on the desired length of stay in the military for those who desire a

positive amount of military service. kqually important to the military .,re the determinants of the number

of individuals who desire a positive level of military service. To discuss this question the previous discussion

of the choice function ( ) as it relates to individual tastes for military versus civilian life must be extended.

Figure 4 illustrates two sets of prefeiencec for military versus civilian life. Both the indifference

curves :ire concave and constructed for the same level of permanent consumption but there the similarity

ends.( 0 indifference curve i l depicts an individual with high preference for the military as indicated by

the fact that the nuinIvr of years this individual will spend in the military, it he specializes, is

approximately four times the specializing civilian years. Indifference curve 11 11 depicts an individual with a

relatively low preference for the military since it shows the opposite specializing preferences. Given equal

wages in the two sectors, the opportimity locus will he a 45" line. The individual with high preference for

the inilitary will specialize in the military while the ielativelv low military preference individual specializes

in civilian life.

Figure 4. Indifference curves with contrasting military propensity.

Consider at this point the enlistment decision. First, the only candidates for enlistment arc those with

a positive level of desired military service. But, will all individuals with positive desires for the' military

Fills figure hears out a point made earlier. Namely, the concavity of the indifference curves does not determine

the tastes for military vis-a-vis civilian life. Rather, the relative preference tor these two occupations is represented by the

ratio of the intercepts of the indifference curves.
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enlist? Clearly not, since the military imposes certain minimum enlistment periods. Thus, if a minimum

enlistment is four years, an individual with a desired military service of one year might not be expected to

enlist although all those with desired military service of four or more years will enlist.

Figure 5 Illustrates this problem. The graph depicts an individual whose desired military service Mo is

less than the minimum enlistment M (for pedagogical reasons M was made quite large). The individual must

now make an all or nothing decision. He opts for sonic military service; i.e., moves to point B in Figure 5

and is on indifference curve 33, or specializes in civilian life and is on indifference curve 22. Since

indifference curve 33 lies above indifference curve 22, it represents a lower level of utility and the optimal

decision is to specialize in civilian life at point a

3

2

1

N
'N

\--
2 3 C

0

Figure .5. The enlistment decision and minimum terms of enlistment.

It is clear that the lower the minimum enlistment period the fewer the number of individuals that arc

forced, to make the decision to specialize. In fact, for the individual (Figure 5) any minimum enlistment

period small, than M* will result in enlistment since the minimum enlistment, even though it is greater

than M(, will still put the individual on a lower (therefore preferred) indifference curve than indifference

Lurve12.11

An alternative to lowering minimum enlistment is to pursue pclicies which affect the ope.-..,tunity

locus. The most obvious of these is increasing the military wag structure. As has been pointed out above,

an increase in military wages flattens the opportunity locus and increases the number of individuals with

positive optimal military service. This ease is illustrated in Figure 6. In Figure 6, the opportunity locus B'B

represents a higher ratio of military wage to civilian wage than opportunity locus BB. In equilibrium with

opportunity locus BB the individual specializes in civilian erni,R5nnent while with opportunity locus B'B'

he chooses a positive level of military service.

Alternatively, the military can ofhr training which can affect the individual's future civilian earnings.

Such training will change the relative wage in favor of civilian occupations after it is received. Accordingly,

this training makes the opportunity locus convex to the origin. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of the military

training individuals in skills which have civilian value. Consider point A in Figure 7. This point is the

11 Note that indifference curve 22 represents the indifference curve the individual will be on if he specializes in

civilian employment.
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r). The military wage and optimal military years.

Figure 7. Military training and optimal military years.

optimal combination of military and civilian years, given the linear opportunity locus. Now introduce

training which, after its completion. enhances civilian earnings. In effect this training reduces, for any given

number of years of military service, the number of civilian years necessary to maintain the desired

permanent consumption level. Accordingly, the training opportunity locus is represented by the convex

opportunity locus and the new equilibrium is at point B on indifference curve 22. Now the individual

optimizes by choosing a positive level of military service.! 2

12The effc-ct of militAry tr.iining on the constraint k discussed further in Section VI of this teport,

15



The impact (il the minimum enlistment can be supeiimposed on the training et. fed captured in Flgt1:v

7, In Figure- S. the relevant aspects of Figure 7 have been reconstructcd and added to the minimum

enlistment period con. .raint. .As is readily discernible from Figure S the minimum enlistment required to

induce the individual pictured to enlist is Mt with training, and M* without. As expected. the introduction

of training that has value in civilian life increases the prohabilty that any given individual will enlist if his

desired level of military' service is below the minimum enlistment period. Of course. all those whose desired

service periods exceed the minimum enlistment period will enlist in any case.

Figure' Training and the enlistment decision.

In view of the above theory military recruiting effort serves b functions. First. it alters tastes for

the military: i,e.. it alters the relative intercepts of the indifference curves by disseminating information
concerning the military. The impact of such information is a function of the perception individuals have of

the military. Second, it alters the shape of the opportunity locus by pointing out to individuals the
advantages of the military including, the value of the non-pecuniary aspects of military life and the value of

the training received.

What has been done above is to deviate from the accepted view of the enlistment decision making

process. Past studies have concentrated on the career choice aspects of the enlistment decision. This

approach, while yielding fruitful implications, dues riot account for the fact that for almost all its members

the military is not a lifetime occupation. The approach developed here has heen to view the relevant

choice set as the distribution of the expected working 1;ie over military and civilian years. This allows the

simultaneous discussion of the enlistment and length of -2 rvice decisions.

The ultimate number of individuals who present themselves for enlistment, the supply of enlistees.

and the expected length of military service depend on the distribution of individuals by tastes and

opportunities. As the theory has Shawn. the greater the military wage relative to the civilian wage the more

likely is any individual to have a nontero desired length of military service. Thus. the supply of enlistees

will he positively related to relative wages. Increases in the military relative to civilian wage also increase the

desired length of stay in the military. The imporiance of this latter result will he shown in the subsequent

sections of this report. Suffice it to say here that the increased desired length of stay decreases turnover arid

thereby reduces demand for enlistees.



Mathematical Appendix to Section II

Consider the utility function

U(g, M, C)

and the opportunity set

g = 11(M, C)

The maximization of (4) subject to (5) requires that

Ug =

=

Uc =

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

where A is the Lagrangian multiplier. In this case A has the interpretation of being the marginal value of

permanent consumption. Titus, (7) and (8) can be interpreted as requiring that the marginal disutility of

military or civilian time equal the marginal gain in utility from the additional permanent consumption

available because of the additional military or civilian time. In addition it is required that the matrix of

second derivatives of the augmented function bordered by the first derivatives of the constraint (the

bordered hessian) be negative definite
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where Uii and are respectively the second partial derivatives of the utility function and opportunity

locus.' 3

From the system (5) through (8) the equilibrium values for permanent consumption, desired years of

military service and years in civilian life as function of the parameters of the system can be derived.

Assuming that the function H is simply the present value of the military and civilian income stream, (5) can

,written as

M M+C

I I(M, C) = f e "V; (t )(I t + f e "Wc(t .,m,O)dt (10)

where r is the rate of interest and 0 and .75 are shift parameters to be used to reflect wage changes. If it is

assumed that 0 and ¢ are proportional to the initial military and civilian wages then g, M and C can be

written as

g = g(W Wc)

I 3The reason for the second derivatives of the constraint appearing in the Ilessian proper is because the constraint is

no n- linear.



Wc)
(12)

C =
( 1 3 )

The derivatives of (11) through (13) can he obtained by totally differentiating the first order

conditions and the constraint and solving for the derivatives. These derivatives arc

dX D.sv = Xtlw + I "' (14)
IDI WI 11)1

where i = g, M, C ;j = M, C; Dij is the co-factor of (9) associated with the ith row and jth column and D is
the co-factor associated with the border row and the jth column. In effect the derivatives can he separated

into two effects, a substitution effect and an income effect.

The substitution effect consists of the term D:j/ID11 and for i = j must he positive since Iliwi

> 0, X > 0 and (Dii/IDO <0 by the negative definiteness of D. The income effect consists of the term (II,.

DodIDD which is negative for i,j = M,D anu positive for i = g and j = M,C. The signs of the income terms

require the assumption that permanent consumption and less years working in either occupation are normal

goods. That is, it is assumed that as individuals become wealthier they consume more and work less if their

alternative costs remain unchanged.

To illustrate, Figure 9 shows a graphical representation of the income and substitution effects. In the

figure the initial equilibrium is point A on constraint bobo. Let the military wage rise so that the new
constraint is 1032. Now the substitution effect L., the movement from point A to point A' on the original

indifference curve.

Figure 9. Income and substitution effects.

The constraint at this point will purchase a higher level of permanent consumption than riginally

consumed. This. higher level of consumption represents an increase it income and will be consumed partly

as an increase in leisure; i.e., a shortening in working life, so that both military and civilian years decline.

This decline is shown. as the movement from point A' to A". The indifference curve associated with point
A" has greater permanent consumption and lower working years than the original equilibrium position. This

higher consumption follows because the constraint on which point A lies (h, b, ) intersects the C axis to
the right of 1)0 which, with constant civilian wages, implies greater present value of earnings.
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Now if it is assumed that substitution effects dominate inLanne et fects, then the derivatives are
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The distinction between the approach developed here and We usual career choice theory is now apparent.

In the life cycle approach an increase in military wages increases desired time spent in the military vis-a-vis

civilian employment. Additionally, an increase in the military wage increases the proportion of all

individuals who have non-zero desired military time and therefore are possible enlistees. Finally, an increase

in the military wage increases the probability that an individual with a positive level of desired military time

will enlist for any given minimum enlistment period.

In contrast, the usual way of viewing enlistment is as a career choice. In this approach the present

value of military wages is compared to the present value of civilian wages. Once the military' present value

relative to the civilian present value exceeds some critical number, the individual enlists; i.e., chooses a

military career. The career choice approach does not explain why the mean length of stay in the military is

a small portion of the expecteC1 working life and accordingly the approach is in need of amending.

A MOOFF OF THE AIR FORCE ENLISTED PERSONNEL
ACCESSION AND RETENTION MARKETS

The Air Force inventory of personnel is determined through demand and supply forces in two

inter-connected markets the accession market and the retention market. The overall demand for

personnel is determined by force level requirements. This is a stock demand; i.e., the demand that a certain

personnel inventory he maintained. Losses from the inventory occur randomly but at a mean rate which

depends on the decisions made by individuals completing terms of enlistments. These individuals may retire

(if they qualify), extend, reenlist or opt out of military service and their decisions to do so determine the

supply of experienced personnel. It will be convenient to call the market where this supply is relevant

the continuation or retention market_ The demand for continuations is treated as primarily dependent on

the force level requirement and the desired experience mix of the Air Force enlisted personnel. A high force

level requirement or a demand for high levels of experience would result in high continuation demand.

The other market the accession market is linked to the continuation market through the demand

side. New accessions are demanded to replace losses from the personnel inventory. Since these losses are

random, the demand for replacement will also he random. In elemental terms think of the system as a

one-for-one random inventory model. Each time a loss occurs a demand for a new accession is created, thus

losses from the inventory are replenished on a one-for-one basis and the demand Jr O accessions is related ol

the supply of continuations. The supply of accesssions is treated in a fairly conventional manner here and

depends on relative military and civilian earnings prospects. The only departure from fli' standard accession

supply analysis is to let the accession rate be a random variable and to allow sonic proportion of willing

enlistees to be discouraged, and hence withdraw, if the wait to be inducted is too long.

The definition of an equilibrium in the model differs somewhat from the usual one which says that

the quantities demanded and supplied are equal at the equilibrium wage. In the present context this need

not be the case. A steady state equilibrium ckists if the personnel inventory stabilizes or has an expected

value greater than zero and less than infinity. That is, the force level, while it is a random variable, must

19
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have an average and can not fall to zero or become infinite through time. If the tote level shows no

systematic tendency to shrink o grow without limit arid fluctuates around some average level, then the

system is in equilibrium. There is no need for the quantity demanded to equal the quantity supplied in the

accession or retention markets to attain equilibrium. In fact, it will he argued that their equality implies
that the Air Force, in that situation, cannot invoke any quality standards such as AFQT score minimums.

Under the appropriate definition of equilibrium there may be an excess of applicants in one or both

markets, with quality rationing making the quantity taken in either market equal to the quantity demanded

so long as there is art excess supply. Provided only that a steady state exists, the markets arc in equilibrium.

There are a variety of equilibria which ar determined by the wage structure. A high turnover-low
mean experience regime would be achievable through a system of wages that did not provide a large

premium for experience. Alternatively, the same mean inventory could be achieved with low turnover and a
high proportion of experienced personnel by paying a greater premium in the retention market. The
optimal experience mix would depend upon the productivity of experience and its costs.

There are two essential components of the Air Force manpower market, the rate of arrivals of
potential enlistees and the rate of withdrawal of existing Air Force manpower. For any given Air Force

manpower level the number of arrivals who enlist in the Air Force must exactly equal the number of

withdrawals from the existing force. The Air Force controls to some degree both of these groups since it

can, by altering its minimum standards for both enlistees and re-enlistees, -affect the numbers of searchers

who stay with the Air Force and the number of existing Air Force personnel who leave.

The Supply ProCtss

Consider a world in which individuals interested in the possibility of an Air Force career scare' Air

Force reenriting stations. Let the time that clapscs between the arrival of- successive searchers he

exponentially distributed; i.e.,
at

t e )

with expected value equal to (11a). Thus. the probability that the time between arrivals T is greater than t is

" e (17)

which is a declining function of t. From the assumption that the time between arrivals is exponentially
distributed it follows that the number of arrivals in any ,tinie interval of length t will he distributed Poisson

so that,
(at in

t) c at (IX)

with expected value equal to at., Essentially, it is being assumed that the arrivals come from a
time-independent stochastic process with an expected number of arrivals per period of n so that in t periods

one expects at arrivals, or in an interval of unit length the expected number of arrivals is a. In the queueing

literature a is referred to as the arrival rate.
Let a be a function of the Air Force wage, the civilian wage, the probability of acceptance in the

civilian market and the quality requirement of the Air Force; e.g., the nnnimurn AFQT and schooling
standards. Thus, we write a as

a a (WA. Wc, Q)
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where the signs above the arguments of (19) represent the 'assumed signs of the Jerivatives of (19) with

respect to that argument.' 4 The probability of a searcher's acceptance b\ the Air Force depends on the

standards set by the Air Force aria. the rate ot which the Air Force inducts candidates.

On the demand side the An Force has an allowable force level mandated by Congress with the advice

of the Air Force. While this allowable force level is not necessarily that level most desired by the Air Force.

it is true that the Air Force does influence Congress in its choices of the force level. Given the allowable

force level, the rate at which the Air Force can induct enlistees depends on the rate of quits and fires. Since

the Air Force can influence both quits and fires. it follows that the equilibrium in the retention market and

the accession market are simultaneously determined.

The rate at which Air Force personnel leaV'e the Air Force can be modeled by considering each

position in the force to he akin to a server in a service process. In this manner the Air Force consists of 1-;

servers where F is the allowable force level. Let the expected stay in the Air Force be (1/p) and assume that

each tire or quit (where quits include all reasons for leaving the Air Force other than fires) is independent

and that the time that any individual spends in the Air Force ( S = service time) is exponentially distributed

so that

S it (20)

Now assume that the allowable force is of size F and consists of F independently distributed

individuals whose serve,,: time is diltributed exponentially as in (20). in this case. the number of quits and

tires (m) during any Interval of length t will he distributed Poisson.

to

)111

Ipt
in,. e (21)

The expected number I it departures trom the Air Force during an interval of unit length is from (2 1) equal

to FP. hi the queuenw literature Fu is referred to as the service rate.

The rate at %vhich a given positi:m in the Air Force turns over during a unit interval is equal to ii. The

inverse of this rate. as pointed out above, is the expected time of service before departure from the Air

I 'rec. For eXaMpk, If the unit interval is a month then p is a number smaller than unity and accordingly

( /u) is greater than one. hi tact evidence suggests that for 1976 p was approximately 0.209 implying that

the mean service time Was 478 years.

The rate at which positions two over in the Air Force is a function of civilian versus military

opportunities. Accordingly, this rate will he a function of the civilian wage and the probability of finding

civilian employment on the one hand and the military wage and quality requirements on the other. In

particular. increases in the civilian wage and/or the probability of finding civilian employment will increase

the turnover rate and increases in the military wage and/or decreases in the Air Force quality requirements

will decrease the turnover rate. Thus, p can he written

+ + +

AW P Q)
( (

(22)

where the signs above the arguments uI (22) indicate the sign of the derivative of (22) with respect to that

argument.' 5

14Thus. the expected rate at which potential viiiish sere. r is treated as heir, determined by those factors which in

Section II were determined relevant for the enlistment decision.
5Thus, the expected stay in the Air force is a function o1 tIwse variables which were developed in the theory cat

the wilitary/eivilian choice problem discussed in Sect ion 11 ;lhovr.
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The Air Force Market

Given that arrivals to and departures from the Air For are randun there will he times that, for anv

given level of manpower quality (Armed Forces Qualification I est/ AlQT score or other qualifications), the

Air Force will not be able to accept all arrivals and other times that arri-als will not he sufficient to

maintain the force level. In effect, a queue of potential inductees will develop at some times and at others a

queue of Air Force vacant positions will occur.

The willingness of arrivals to tolerate queues will differ but on the average there will be a positive

probability that an individual will balk, i.e., refuse to wait in a queue of a given size. This probability will

depend on the expected length of the wait in the queue, the civilian wage, the military wage, and the

probability of obtaining civilian employment. The expected wait in the queue depends on the length of the

queue and the rate at which Air Force positions become available; i.e., the service rate. The expected wail..

(i5) given that there are n in queue is

(col Ii) = Fp

Iet c. he the length of time prospective recruits are willing to wait in the oueue, than w can he written

= cu(WA..W(

(23)

(24)

so that the higher the Air Force wage the longer prospective recruits will wait and the higher the civilian

wage or the probability of obtaining civilian employment the less time prospective recruits are willing to

wait in the queue. An increase in the Air Force quality requirements affects the time prospective recruits

will wait in the queue because it restricts the queue members to those with better civilian opportunities

thereby increasing the alternative cost of waiting.'

Given (23) and (24) the maximum queue length B can he written as

B = G.) = 13(W W, Pc, Q, (25)

The derivtives of (25) depend, except fur the force level, on the difference between fhe elasticit< of the

waiting time id service time functions. In particular

./Ii wµ1*
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if ii
=L- cop 0 (30)

if i

From (22) and (24) it follows that (4; and twi are opposite in sign for all i. Essentially the direction of the

effect Of a parameter change (say an increase in the Air Force wage) on the balking queue length depends

on how much the increase in Air Force wage increases the time potential enlister are willing to spend in

the queue versus how much this same change reduces the speed at which the queue moves,

The solution for the expected force level and the expected queue length can L.)12 derived using the fact

that a Markovian birth-death process has been assumed.' Given that cx is the rate at which prospective

enlistees arrive at the Air Force and that the mean length of stay in the Air Force is (11p) the probability

that the Air Force has exactly n enlisted personnel is

B K

P11 = PKK n11a
> n (31)

where K is the maximum system size, i.e., the sum of the allowable force F plus the maximum queue length

B. in addition, the probability that the Air Force is at maximum allowable strength and that a queue of

potential enlistees exists: i.e., the probability that the total system size (queue plus Air Force personnel) is

exactly n is
FA.1 K n

put PK
K > n 1: (32)

Note that the probabilities in (31) and (32) all depend on the probability that the system is full. In

fact pi( must be positive for a system steady state to exist. That is, there must exist a positive probability

that the Air Force would be at full strength and that the queue of potential enlistees is at the balking queue

length. The above dependence on pK could he translated into a dependence on any arbitrary system size so

that pi( would then represent the largest system size having a positive probability.18

Since the set / i = 0, ... K } represents a prObability distribution. V pi = 1 Thus from (31) and

(32) it follows that the probability that the system is full is
1=0

F-- l -n K

1'K
1:13FlyK = 0//a)

n=1'111.

1
(33)

From (33) it can be seen that ph; is a function of the allowable foto: level, the arrival rate, the mean service

time and the balking queue. Thus, from (19), (22) and (23) it follows that pK can he written as

+ --

PK = P(WA WC. PC, Q, F)
(34)

where the expected signs of the derivatives of (34) have been written above the appropriL ament.

From the earlier discussion of balking it is apparent that the probability that the system is full is

exactly the probability that the next potential recruit arriving will balk. That is, pK represents the

, 7

man.; ()Via 11 MI in -4./L.1111 rfvo.'eSs ID nli)tit one entry (birth) or departure (death) occurs at any
point in time. In addition. successive births and deaths are independent.

18If balkine does not oceur then :there is no finite maximum size to the system. In this case the normalizing

probability is usual!) the nrobabit0 I1 th. , cin h.iti Cnirt
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proportion of the time that the system will be full so that if potential enlistees arrive at random intervals

the probability that any arrival will balk will he equal to the proportion of time that the system is full; i.e.,

pK. An increase in the Air Force wage affects the full system probability in several ways. First, increased

Air Force wages increase the expected length of stay in the Air Force and thereby reduce p. Second,

increased Air Force wages increase the desirability of the Air Force and thereby increase arrivals, a. Third,

if the Air Force is more desirable the arriving potential enlistees are willing to wait longer, but as has been
shown the effect of this increase in the maximum wait on the balking queue is indeterminant because of the

reduction in p.
If it is assumed that the effect of changes in the Air Force wage, the civilian wage. the probability of

civilian employment and quality on the balking queue are small because of their offsetting effects on
willingness to wait (co) and speed of the queue (n) then the derivatives of (34) can be solved for
unambigously. In this case the derivatives are

PA aA
> O (35)

47-)WA

where

H =

a
PK PC (IC(-)( ----) < 0

itVic u a

a
111.:

Pip ap( -)( 1
aPc bi a

a
PK /IQ

ot
aQ

E I (K n
13 -

K ---n K- -n

n (PIO + (k -n)(Fp/a) 1

.

n-=-0 n =1;

(36)

(37)

(38)

The b-acketed term in (-) is exactly equal 1, KS )1 where S is the expected system size which is

necessarily less than the maximum system size K. (-) is less than zero. But from (19) and (2.2) it
follows that the difference in (35) through (38) is negative for the military wage and positive for all the
other paratne :IN. Since (-) is negative, the signs of (K-.) through (38) are as indicated.

The elf -et -1 changes in the allowable force size on the probability of the system being full is the
result of two effects. First, an increase in the allowable force increases the service rate. Accordingly, the
system will he alit less often since it can work off queues more rapidly. Second, the increase in the service
rate results in an increase in the queue length that will be tolerated. Because of the nature of the function

describing pK, the actual derivative of pK with respect to F,will not be evaluated. The derivative itself is

+ I n( FPROIPK
7TF F

F 1 m
[IAE: + 1) + F! n(pia )1 1: (WO +

11,0 rt : I: n=1:
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where + 1 ) is the derivative t)I : I _ant ma function. the sign of (39) cannot he evaluated aw.4tically,

but it is reasonable to assume t`tat (39) is negative.'9

The expected force level elm be derived using (311and (32) and is

which can be written as

(F1 (i.//ct ) + (Fp/ct)

ii=t)

I'

= ,4
h

rte K. I

(

K n
FP/0 ) 11)KIpta)11.14F! (oo

Now by adding and subtracting pK, the term inside the Maces 01(41) becomes

(40)

(41)

I( a/1p 1( I pK )11 (42)

Thus, the expected force. level is proportional to the allowable force level with the factor of

proportionality depending on 111,2 arrival -,ite ul recluit s. the turnover rate; i.e., the service rate, and the

probability that the system is hill: i.e.. the. balking probability.

The derivatives ofthe expected force level are

uA
(-5. Tr-1> 0 (43)

i)W
A

at 'c P('
< 0

awc a p

"(H.
PK >0

(44)

(45)

(45)

(47)

where g5 = (WOW pK ) pK (K S )]. The bracketed term in (...5 consists of terms that arc opposite in

sign; however, the values of pK and S are not independent. In fact, the larger is pK, the greater S. That is,

the greater the probability that the system is full, the less the difference between the maximum system size

and the expected system size. Assume that (;) is positive since stability of the decision process used later

requires this assumption.2° With this assumption the expected force level is positively related to the Air

Force wage and the allowable force level and negatively related to the civilian wage, the probability of

obtaining civilian employment and the quality T equired by the Air Force.

19T he evaluation of (101 requires numerical allak'Siti. This analysis was performed for a limited range of the values

t li, 14, and a and conlirn..J the si!_ln of (391. A complete evaluation, however, has riot been performed.

20 Numerical analysis on a limited ratwe of It, I', 4, and 0, confirms the assumption that is positive'. A Complete

analysis has not been performed.
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The expected number in the queue is from (32)

1.4 tt
L = pK Y., (13 n)(Fp/a)

n=0

where L is the number in the queue. After some algebraic manipulation (48) can he written as

(4M

L = PIC
B+ I

I1(1 + B)11 (Filia)1 11 (FP/a) 1
(49)

11 (Filia)12'

so long as (Fp/a) =k 1. The expected queue length is always positive since for (Fp/o ) > I , the term in

braces is a monoione increasing function of (Fp/a) with a minimum of 0 at (Fp/a) = 1, and for (Fp/a) < 1

the term in b :aces is montone decreasing with a minin-Jni of 0 at (Fp/a) = 1. The derivatives of L are as

follows

aL a A PA

awA
-Ft > 0 (50)

a C PC) < 0
aWC a

L aP PP
0

a p

aL aQ PO)<O
ac) a p

OL i'K ap
!3+1 B+1 K

[(13+1)(L +B(1---(5)(1+6 In5)-5(1+6)] + <0
OF (I --6)31;

aF
PK

13+1 B 1

where 8,-- IFp/al and '1' SO) (13+1) (1-51I L[1+(K-S)] + L(K-S-)1

(I 8)3
(1-(5)

(51)

(52Y

(53)

(54)

The evaluation of expected length of queue derivatives requires the sign of 'l/ . For 5>l, the normal

case, the first term on the right-hand. side of IP is negative and small while the second term is positive?. I

Given NI/ positive the derivative of the expected queue with respect to the Air Force wage is positive and

with respect to the civilian wage, the probability of finding -ivilian employment and Air Force quality

requirements is negative. The derivative of the expected gnu( 1ith respect to the allowable force is the

sum of two effects both of which arc the same sign. Thas, an increase in allowable force level reduces the

expected queue..

2 1 For 6 < 1, (1 6) > and the first term in t1/ becomes positive and the second term negative. Numerical an.4sis

on a limited range of values of B. F. p, and u shows 1;./ to be positive.
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Equilibrium in the Air Force Manpower Market

It follows from the foregoing analysis that of the three variables (Air Force wage, expected force level

and expected quality), the Air Force can only control two For a given level of the Air Force wage, the

civilian wage and the probability of finding civilian employment the Air Force can choose either the

expected force or the expected quality of the force. The Air Force, however, cannot select both of these

variables.

As can be seen from the expression for the expected force level (42) a choice of a given quality

standard determines both the arrival rate of potential enlistees and the mean length of stay in the Air Force.

The mean length of stay detemines the service rate which in turn determines the balking queue. Thus, the

choice of a quality standard deterhtines the balking probability and therefore the expected force level. On

the other hand the Air Force can choose a desired expected force level. This desired force level can only be

achieved by accepting the quality of personnel that is consistent with the force level chosen.

Under these circumstances it must be assumed that the trade off between quality and force level is

made in a rational manner if its impact on the Air Force manpower market is to be understood. It seems

masonable to assume that the Air Force seeks to maximize its effectiveness. For this purpose assume the

Air Force maximizes the following 'veness (unction

+ + +

F = Elf, Q, (1/01 (55)

where E is effectiveness, f, Q and p as previously defined.

Assume that the function E is increasing and strictly concave in its arguments.The erage length of

stay in the Air Force affects Air Force effectiveness because it is positively related to the experience level of

the force. Both the force level and the mean quality are also positively related to effectiveness. In addition,

assume that while each argument has a positive influence on Air I-orce effectiveness the magnitude of this

effect is diminishing.
As the problem is set up, the Air Force maximizes (55) by choosing 1, Q and p subject to the force

level function (42) and the function for p (22). Substituting and (42) into (55) yields

F = Ell(WA. WC, Pt.. Q. E), Q, p (WA. WC, PC, Q)I (56)

where f(WA, WC, Pc, Q. F) is the general expression for,. the force level equation (42). The sign notation

over the arguments oC the force level equation are taken from (43) through (47). The first-order condition

for a maximum of (56) is

1.1Q Effb
(141)112

(57)

Condition (57) requires that the Air Force trade off lot :e level and quality so that the marginal gain

in effectiveness from an increase in quality (EQ) exactly equals the marginalloss in effectiveness due to the

reduction in mean length of stay ard the force - level. The problem can be illustrated via Figure 10.

The convex curves in the figure represent iso-effectiveness contours.' 2 Along each of the curves the

quality of personnel and the total force level are varied for 11 d length of stay in the Air Force, so as to

keep effectiveness constant. The further away any contour is from the origin, the greater the effectiveness.

2 2 The concavity of the 4o-effectiveness ettntours toilows from the assumption of strict concavity of thc effective-

ness function-
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The concave curve represents the force level equation for fixed length of stay in the Air Force. The point A

in the figure represents the greatest attainable effectiveness given the force level equation.

F

f

Figure 10. Equilibrium in the force level-quality plane.

The shape of the force level function (Figure 10) follows from the fact that there is a quality level
such that potential enlistees will vanish and that even if the Air Force would take all corners, the force level
will be finite. In fact, in the latter case F f and presumably once F = f further reductions in the quality do
not increase the force level.

Increases in the allowable force has two effects. First, it shifts outward the line ff to re. Second, it
increases the maximum force from I' to This change results in a move to equilibrium point g and
increases the optimal force level and quality to I' and Q', respectively.

This same device can he utilized to understand the impact of an increase in civilian opportunities. In
Figure 11 the basic curves in Figure 10 have been reproduced. An increase in civilian opportunities shifts
the ff curve toward the origin. That is, for any given quality of personnel the Air Force will have to settle
for a smaller force. Or, alternatively, for any given force the Air Force will have to settle for lower quality.
In fact, as shown in the figure. the new equilibrium is at a lower level for both the force level and quality,

r and 0", respectively.

1.7,1zure 1 1 . Civilian opportunities and the force level.
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dip to this time the discussion has been at a level of abstraction that has little value to the Air Force.

1 lowever, if it is assumed that the Air Force reaction to the clan res in civilian upponlunitics iS to III:010;ln

quality standards for re-enhstments, then the result will he icieased turnoi. lithe Air Force also desires

to Maintain the (once level, then quality levels of incoming personnel must he reduced. this set of

circumstances would lead to increased enlistments coinciding with increased civilian wages. 1 lowever, for a

given quality, enlistments would have fallen.

In Section IV, the implications of the model for Air Nonce procuiemert ale presented in considerably

more detail than the simple example given here.

IV. 'Fla (1)NNI.CTION 111.1TWVFN TIIFORY
AND .1111. AIR FORCI' NIANIPOWI.R

A Loge number of studies have estimated the elasticity of supply of enlistees to the various military

services. All of this work has strived to get results which indicate that the effect of increasing military wages

is to increase enlistments. hilnitunatelv, the previous studies did not deal with the joint determination of

the demand fOr and supply of enlistees. and as a result, failed to identify the supply equation. Essentially,

all the studies cited have purported to be estimating supply schedules although no theoretical justification

for this assumption was presented. In fact. once the retention and enlistment markets are considered

simultaneously it is seen that what investigators have previously estimated are reduced form solutions.

Thus, the elasticity estimates reported are not supply elasticities at all

To see the connection between the model presented above and the identification problem consider

the following graphical representation of the model. First, Figure I' depicts the relation between expected

force level and the Air Force wage (schedule IT in the figure), given civilian wages and quality of personnel.

As can he seen from the figure the expected fork..t level approaches the allowable force as the Air Force

wage rises. Ibis simply reflects the positive derivative of the expected force level with respect to the Air

Fors wage as reported in (43 I.

Figure 1 2. Expected force level and the Air Force wage.

For each point on ff there is associated an arrival rate of enlistees and an expected service time for

existing personnel. Figure I 3 shows these two schedules as they relate to the Air Force wage for fixed

civilian wages. quality of personnel and allowable force level.
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Figurc 13. Equilibrium in the accession market.

The curve FpFp relates the replacement demand for new enlistees to the allowable torcc level 1 and

the mean turnover rate p. For a given F, maintained with certainty, Fp is the average rate at which new

enlistees would be needed to replace those enlisted personnel who leave the Air Force at the mean rate p. A

higher wage reduces turnover and reduces replacement demand. Thus, the Air Force replacement demand,

or demand for new accessions, is derived from the supply of man years from the existing stock of
personnel. Put another way, demand in the accession market is the complement of supply in the retention

market. Recalling Figure 12, f cannot equal F but approaches it only in time limit as wages approach

infinity. Thus, there is an effective accession demand curve fpfp, which lies below FpFp, reflecting the

property that f < F over the relevant range of Air Force wages. Recalling equation (4 )

it can be seen that

(a/Fp)(1 pa. )F (5 )

p( Pk) = < 1
F

(591

where p = a/Fil is the rate of arrivals relative to the service rate.

Now to construct the supply curves, assume that gross arrivals, a, exceed the service capability, Fp;

this is tantamount to saying that the flow of all applicants, regardless of quality, exceeds the rate at which

applicants can be accepted. In this case, p = a /Fp > 1. Let gross applicants he shown by the oa curve. As

this curve indicates, the higher the Air Force wage, the greater the rate of applicant arrivals. The net flow of

applicants to the Air Force is the gross flow less those applicants who balk because the wait to begin service

is too long. This net Clow a' is

= (1 pkla ((,0)

where pk is the pR-lhability the Air Force has no current vacancies and the queue 01 applicAnis awaiting

induction is at the halking value. The net arrival co. is drawn as a'a' in Figure 1.1. I he air' lies



everywhere :Move and to the lett of (he Mk curve, IL'ileklifW 1110 tact that at any glVel) wage net aniValS ;He

less than gross arrivals.`

At the equilibrium wage w* the alto' and tP10 curves intersect. 1hr, retie( is the steady state pmperty

that the mean throughput and arrival rates must he equal. I his condition is readily derived from equathm

(58) by cancelling 1', multiplying by 0 and using the fact that tri of l pk ) to obtain

og t0 )

This equation states that the mean accession rate equals the mean 'owe level times the mean service

rate or turnover rate per position. In the sh.ady stale it Is also true that

as can be readily deduced from (58). "phis iesult is simply Little's law and it indicates that the mean length

of stay in the service equals the mean force level divided by the accession rate.

At the equilibrium wage w* the equilibrium at ssion rate a'* equals 1*0*, but a exceeds Fp. Figure

13 is constructed to show this particular equilibrium which seems typical for the Air Force. An (luilibrium

does exist if u is less than or equal to Fp and has all the central properties of the equilibrium chosen here

for purposes of illustration. The important point exhibited by the figure is that the process is in equilibrium

when the accession market is in equilibrium: i.e., oi Fp. and at this equilibrium gross arrivals need not

equal the gross induction capability: i.e., 0 d Ep or a := Fp are possible. Thus, it is not possible to conclude

that the system is in or out 0f equilibriuiii by direct observation of applicants relative to gross induction

demand in recruiting gootas Fp.

Sonic Comparative Static Implications of the Empirical Model

At this point it will prove useful to investigate the impact of changes in the various parameters which

underlie the model and gain further understanding of the behavioral elements in the system and their

reLition to the equilibrium of the process. Here the discussion considers the impact of changes in the level

of the Air Force wage. the level of wages in the competing civilian market, the authorized force level, and a

measure of the employment opportunities in the civilian market.

Efjects ,If Change in the Air Force Wage. Consider an increase in the Air Force wage from wi to

w2 as depicted in Panels a and b of of Figure 14. The mean force level rises in Panel a and approaches the

authorized force level I'. In Panel h the higher wage elicits a larger supply of applicants from ai to a2. li-

the turnover rate p were to stay constant, then the net supply of accessions o' would rise also along the a,'

a: curve. However, a higher military wage reduces p. As a result of larger gross arrivals and smaller turnover
a

rate, the mean force level increases and p = Fp rises. thus leading the system to be full inure often winch

materialises as an increase in Pk. Thus al'aig shills hack as the gross supply a is processed into service less

rapidly because of the all in the turnover rate. Eventually, the a; (if' curve shifts hack to the a; a; curve

which is the new equilibiiiim accession curve consistent with the smaller turnover rate induced by the

higher wage.

At the new e(hlbrium the following are true: f2 >11. I2P2 < f tµr , 01)i, ar <a, , 1:11.12

< Fur, p2 > , Pk, > pkt The remarkable implication of the analysis is that the new steady state

induction rate a; is less th at the old rate al. Thus. an increase in the Air Force wage. while increasing the

toss supply of applicants. actually reduces the accession rate because it increases personnel retention, thus

lowering th at which accessions must occur in order to replace losses.24

23 ,
I 111,' large LIKI,1110.! Cell I ,t,. comes in the figure in no ..0' relleits an actual siluatiurr. 1 hese curl.es

were drawn in this manner for peilarorAcal purposes (min.

24
.111 Are 1,4 Illk . u lien the \ If 1

,v.1(11110/1,

It the kli the 111,11.111 of !he allo%e irrrlrr, i, [11,1y he clIINCI
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A

Figure 14. The effect of changes in the Air Force wage.

It is instructive to consider a narrower model of the accession/retention, manpower flow mark t.

Suppose that the Air Force always meets its force level constraint exactly. To do this, the Air Force must

accept applicants from the highest AFQT group compatible with it flow of accessions just adequate to

maintain the force level. Such a situation is depicted in Panel a of Figure 15 where the supply curves of four

AFQT groups are labelled as I, 11, Ili, and IV. At the force level the number of personnel in the Air

rigurc 15. Personnel quality and Air Force wages.
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Force in each mental group is lead till IS I, , , I I and Li. In P:111C1 h CIIIVC shows turnover when

the force level is always at Fownh the mean time ui seivice l/p. .
let Olt he the total supply in

potential accessions of all mental groups.'
S Ilien. the quant ), of accessions taken by the Air l'on.:e is 1p

al corresponding to the wage w .
Rejections equal the Wife! clic(' 11110, a; Or

Consider now an lilt:re:1W in the All 1-CIRT ware 110111 wt ki w.. I he 1.014.:e level It'111:1,111ti at l", 11111 the

new steady state mental scot(' composition of the tince, as indicated in Panel h, shows increased

proportions in the higher AFOT stole categories I I, it, and III relative to IV). Naturally, It will take tune

for this new steady state to emeige.

In the accession and tetention markets the higher wage elicits an increase in the gross flow of
potential applicants, but a decrease in the accession rate because of the lower personnel turnover. Clearly,

with cr2 exceeding Fp2 = a; by a substantial amount, the Ail Force can select applicants born higher AFQT

categories and this eventually changes the mental composition of the force to that shown in Panel a.
ug,inenting this process is an ability to iluence the quality of c.onlisting and extending personnel by

raising eligibility standards.

2. iltects (>1 Cluing(' in the Civilian The analysis of this case will be facilitated by beginning

w the simple certainty model wherein the Air VOILA.' maintains a fixed force level, and then extending the

discussion to the more complicated stochastic model. In Panel a of Figure 16 the supplies of the four

mental categories are shown at civilian wage C, . When this wage rises to C, , holding all other parameters (U.

the problem fixed, these supply curves shift hack from tr, , o. cr3 , tsar i , to al 2, a2 2, ail, a. 2.
Assuming the flows in the accession/retention market are adequate to sustain F, the force level remains

unchanged, but the inertial groupings are altered with higher proportions of 1V 's and smaller proportions of

ti's, and III's.

In Panel h the flow supply of applicants shifts back from al to o2. In addition, retention is adversely
affected and pi rises to p2 shit ting the Fp, curve out to Fp2. In the situation depicted the Air Force enjoys

a high applicant rate relative to th.ir replacement demand and the shifts in the cx and Fp curves do not put

it out of equilibrium. At equilitnium, with Air Force wage w, . the new accession rate is a2 = Fp2 which is

higher than the old rate ni - I p1 I he new applicant rate is less than the old applicant rate and the Air

Force must !eject a lower proportion of applicants if it is to maintain the force level.

ikurc 16. Personnel quality and civilian wages: Certainty case.

2 5 hey act curve can have tso distinct interpretations. I list, 0 can he interpreted .P+ the arrival rate of quahhed

personnel so that as quality Jen-landed declines as would shitt right. Second. It can he interpreted as the at rival rate of all

those eeho desire to enlist regardless of qualitications. It is this latter hue-meta:ion that is used in Figure 1.c.
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1:11;pre IS. Accession rates and civilian wages:
The stochastic case.

the strength of the civilian labor market. Suppose, for example. that the conventional view was adopted so

that an increase in the unemployment rate signified a decrease in civilian employment prospects. Under this

conventional view accessions are on the supply curve and an increase in accessions should occur when

unemployment rises. In the present model this is not the case. First an increase in the unemployment rate

increases retention thus shifting the Fp, curve hack to Fp 2 . Accompanying this change is a shift outward in

the accession supply curve from it, to o2 . This is shown for the certainty model in Figure 19. The new

equilibrium accession rate is smaller titan the old rate. riot larger 'Hie Air Force rejection rate rises and the

rwure 19. Accessions and the strength
of the civilian labor market.

mental score otu will tend to rise as standards are raised. The movement of observed accessions al'

to a; actually reveals a supply elasticity for extensions and reenlistments rather than any supply behavior in

the accession market. It seems reasonable that in light of the better retention supply the Air Force might

declare a slightly larger fraction ineligible for reenlistment thereby improving the AFQT distribution on

both ends of the experience distribution. This would be revealed as an increase in p so that the final shift in

p might go from pi to pi rather than to p2. OF course. any skimming of the AFQT distribution at the

retention market reduce, the Aimumir that may he done in the accession market.



Further analyses of the impact of the civilian labor market simply follow the lines indicated for the

t of the civilian wage. To generalize this wage may be thought of as an expected wage pWc, where p is

.e measure of the employment probability in the civilian market.'

3. Effects o: Change in the Require411.i)rcc Level. Consider the deterministic model and examine

the consequences of a decrease in the mandated force level. Figure 20 exhibits this change with Ft shifting

back to F2 so that F1g shifts back to p, assuming turnover p is unaffected by the force level change. The

supply of applicants also shifts back. and if the Air Force is a perfect competitor in the labor market ,--
al;

a so that the change in a is proportional to the change in F. At the new steady state, accessions ee, equal

F2p and are less than the initial accession rate al'.

Figure 20. Accessions and the force level: The certainty case.

in the stochastic model the story is much the same and is told by Panels a and h of Figure 21. Again

the c'mjusion is that the net accession rate falls when the force level is reduced. This description is a

simplification in at least one important respect. It indicates how one steady state compares with another,

but ignores the path that may he taken to reach the new steady state. One notable aspect of the adjustment

process may he the Air Force's ability to tire personnel as a means of paring down the force ley& Thus,

rather than shut down accessions to zero and let normal turnover bring the force level down to the desired

size, the target can be achieved more rapidly by tirinc; sonie of the existing stock of personnel, by cutting

reenlistment bonuses and so on, Such a policy speeds the adjustment to equilibrium and prevents shutdown

of the training schools, recruiting offices and other parts of the accession pipeline, which would be required

if accessions were to be frozen at zero until the required lower force level is achieved. Moreover, if the Air

Force selectively fires to speed the movement to the new equilibrium, it might he expected that the AFQT

distribution of the enlisted personnel in the Air Force would improve.

2 3 Ruth the long run and short run employment opportunity in the civilian markL,s are relevant tor the enlistment

and desired length of stay decisions. The short run rate results in a cyclical effect on retentions and it rival rates. Mc net

effect of this cyclical effect depends on whether or not the Air Force uses a cve::cal quality standard. At constant quality,

as pointed out above. the level of accessions will he inversely related to unempf lyment.
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Figure 21. Accessions and the force level: The stochastic case.

V. A PRELUDE TO THE EMPIRICAL WORK

Before developing the detailed empirical model, to be estimated, it may be advisable to establish the

empirical relevance of the approach taken here by examining its implications for earlier studies of military

manpower supply. Because the model discussed here links the retention and accession markets and

incorporates quality rationing (by AFQT category), it has significant implications for these earlier studies

that did not consider these aspects of the military manpower market.

Earlier studies have focused on either the accession market or the retention market, but have not

linked them together in a simultaneous system. In the accession studies, the focus has been on estimating

the supply function for new accessions which relates the accession rate to the military wage, the civilian

wage and other determinants of labor supply such as the unemployment rate. From the preceding section it

should be clear that there are serious doubts as to whether these studies have identified a supply function at

all owing to the fact that the accession rate is related to supply and demand. There are essentially three

issues that must be addressed in an examination of this work: (a) is the supply function identified? (b)

What analytical treatment is accorded to quality? (c) How do the models stand up to the recent experience

with Air Force enlisted personnel? In this discussion, attention is confined to two studies, one using

time-series data and the other using cross-sectional data, since there are no substantive differences in the

models specified in the other studies of military manpower supply.

The Fisher Studs
In a respected study, Fisher (1909) examined the relation:

E Wc A

P
= ao + ai ln,o(-717n) + a, In() tl) + a3 I n(1 --p) + 0/4SP + cesSti + cx6 AC (63)

where E = total Armed Forces enlistments in mental categories I, II, and III, P = male civilian population

age 17 through 20, Wc = civilian wage, Wm = military wage, U = unemployment rate, males age 18 through

19, A = total accessions (enlistments plus drafts), and In indicates the logarithm of the variable. Seisonal

dummy variables for spring, summer and autumn were also included and are, respectively, SP = spring, St! =
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summln. and AU = Autumn. Fisher found a, < 0, e.,.2 < 0, a% < 0.04 < 0 > 0, < 0, with all but the

Coefficient of (1 U) significant (t -ratio l-->- 2). The elasticity of the enlistment rate With respect to military

earnings was estimated to be 0.46.' 9

The Fib, r model was estimated with Air Force data for the period July 1969 (6907) to June 1976

17606) to see if this later experience accorded well with the model. The results of the estimation are

presented in Table I. It is clear that the model does not organize the later data. The coefficient a, of

We
In, which was negative in Fisher's estimates, is positive fin the later period and highly significant.

Wm
Unemployment does nut influence enlistments judging from the extremely low t-ratio of its coefficient.

This result agrees with Fisher's estimates in that the coefficient of (1 1.1) was insignificant in his

regressions as well.

'It is unreasonable to conclude that the supply of enlistments is negatively related to the military wage

from 1969 on but positively related in the Fisher period (third quarter 1957 to third quarter 1965). Rather

there is clearly a serious specification error in the Fisher equation that leads it to imply positive enlistment

supply elasticities for one period and negative elasticities for another.

Table I. Estimates of Fisher Model with Air Force
Enlisted Personnel Data for the Period

6907 to 7606

1 n(1U) SP SU AU
nW in

.0003 .0008 .0002 .76

(3,36) (15.47) (0.28)

.0003 .0008 .00006 .00001 .00002 0 .77

(2-66) (14.33) (0.07) (0.27) (0.42) (0.09)

The model developed here indicates that observed enlistments may be on the supply curve in the

dernalW curve depending, upon the wage, force level requirements, and supply of applicants. The Fisher

equation must he considered to he a reduced form equation rather than a supply equation and therefore is

nut indicative of the supply response of enlistees to alternative wages. This comment also applies to the

other supply studies reviewed: they have failed to identify the supply curve and have instead estimated a

reduced form equation of a simultaneous equations model.

The explanation for Fisher's results with the context of the model developed here would be as
follows: let w, . referring ,0 Figure (22), he the ratio of the military , to the civilian wage at the early

part or the time period. At this wage and given the force level reynn.,..ent F. the replacement demand of

the Armed Forces is OA w1). where the turnover rate n is a function of the wage ratio with a negative first

derivative. The ratio w drifted downward over the period according to Fisher. So let w, represent the later

wage ratio. At w, the supply of volunteer enlistments is at and the number drafted is d = 121p(w, ) al. In
Fisher's equation there is a positive relation between the proportion of accessions drafted and enlistments,

which he interprets as arising from draft pressure. In order to get this relation it is necessary to assume that

the force level was reduced, say. from Ft to F_. This results in the positive relation between the wage and

supply, as shown by points on the supply curve. as well as a positive relation between the draft rate and

enlistments as indicated by a comparison of (a,, di) with (a 2 d 2 ). If there were draft-induced enlistments.
this would be shown as a rightward shift of a to a position between at and a2 such as shown by the ad

CU El; e s.3 °

7:9 , issue is Liken With I .oncerntiu': the meaning of his cstiniate: the overall piece work was

outst;'.nding in its understanding! of the data and :fie military ..wiession problem.
3 0,.

I a curves meet the a schedule at the replacement demand since at Wages. t his level no Lir:111111g necut-

so that dratt induced enlistments %,,inish.

/4
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Figure 22. Fisher's "supply" estimate.

In the absence of draft-pressured enlistments, the Fisher equation would estimate the wage supply
elasticity, at least insofar as it would not be confounded by demand effects of the pe7;od analyzed. In the
later sample period, however, this is not the case as indicated by the estimates presented in Table 1. These
estimates show a negative relation betw.?:.-n the military/civilian wage ratio and enlistments. This result is
easily explained by the 'eduction in the force level and rise in the wage ratio which characterizes this later

period. As Figure 23 indicates, the enlistment rates are not points on the supply curve but are points on
shifting demand curves instead.

Figure 23. Wage enlistment relation
in the post AVF period.

Crissmes et al

A more recent study of Air Force enlistments by Grissmer et al. (1974) is also plagued by
identifiration problems. Of the five regressions reported, two had a negative coefficient for the
military/civilian wage ratio. The model used is a variant of the Fisher model.

These regressions are estimated with cross-sectional rather than time-series data, but it is clear that

problems similar to those encountered in time-series also appear and make it unclear whether the
A
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enlistments observed are points on the demand or supply curves. The practice of restricting the

measurement of supply to the population which is qualified and available for military service (QMA) as

determined by AFQT scores further confounds demand and supply by placing a demand - related constraint

on supply. For example, restricting some of the regressions to mental categories I and II, give "supply"

regression coefficients which are negative. But when the regressionF apply to all mental categories, the

coefficients are positive.

VI. THE EMPIRICAL. RESULTS

Before proceeding to the empirical estimation the theoretical structure of the model must be related

to the data. This requires that it be recognized that any theory is a highly stylized view of the world. The

elements of the theory represent their real-world counterparts only imperfectly. With this in mind this

section will bring u various aspects of the theory to bear on the empirical relations expected in the data.

The actual number of accessions in any period depend' on a number of factors, only one of which is

the rate of arrival of prospective enlistees. In fact, in the short run the number of accessions must equal the

turnover plus the i hange in the actual force level. As pointed out above, the turnover rate in the steady

state is determined by the mean desired length of stay in the Air Force. From the theoretical discussion this

desired length of sta!, is a functionamong othersof the Air Force wage, the civilian wage and civilian

employment opportunities. Thus, the demand for and the supply of accessions are not independent.

The arrival rate of potential enlistees depends on the number of individuals who have desired Air

Force stays large enough to make the minimum enlistment superior to a working career with no Air Force

service. As shown above, the uesired years of military service for any given permanent consumption stream

depends on military and civilian wages. This relation can be written as

M-f-C
M

pv f er "W (t)dt f rt.w
c(M, t)dt (64)

0

where PV is present value, r is the interest rate, M and C are respectively years in the muitary and years as a

civilian, Win(t) is the military wage at time t and We(M, t) is the civilian wage at time t.3

The effect of military training on civilian wages is accounted for by writing the civilian wage at time t

as a function of the years of military service. Military service has a positive effect if

W c(M, t)> W c(0, t) Vt E OA, M+C) (65)

That is, if training has a positive effect, then the civilian wage after military service will he higher than it

would have been after the same num'oer of years of civilian life. Note that (65) is neither necessary nor

sufficient for a non-zero desired length of military service.32

If it is assumed that the path of wages both in the military and civilian life grow exponentially at a

constant rate, then both wages can be written as

W 111( t) = W tii
(0)e0t (66)

31The form of (64) shows clearly the distinction between our approach and the career choice approach. In the

career choice approach the relevant comparison wou:d be

fl -111
I'V "vviit(t)dt

pv Lc
(). rrtW (t)cit

so that combinations of military and civilian work effort arc irnored.
3 I ma is preferences for the military versus civilian life also enter the picture.
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wc( M. t) - wc( m, N)ee(t -m)

From (67) it follows that (63) holds it'

(67)

WC( Ns, M) > Wc( 0)eeM (68)

Now letting Wc(M, M) be proportional to Wc(0) yields

WC(m. M) = 1/(m)W,(o)eervi (69)

where kti(m) > 0 is the factor of proportionality. Note that if military training has no civilian value, then

iP(M) = e -MI" and W,:(M, = Wc(0). Using (69) write (67) as

We(M, t) = tP(M)W,(0)e" (70)

Using (66) and (70) rewrite the present valite of total lifetime earnings as

M M+C

= f *W111(0)(11. + f e(er)tip(M)Wc(0)dt
0

(71)

which is a function only of beLniming military and civilian wages. From (711 the slope of the iso:present
value constraint (the constant permanent consumption locus) is

DM

ac

Wc(0) (0- rXM-1-C)

W111())

W (0) <
vi(Noe(0---r)M +yr(7re (0 r)M[e(0r)C_

(72)

Which is negative and a function of the relative wage. In fact, the greater the civilian wage is relative to the

military wage, the steeper is the iso-consumption locus since

am

OC 1,b(M)e(49_

W(0)
a

W, (0)

)Me(0---r)(M+C)

,,(1,0
W,(0)

2(45---r)M + e(0--r)M(e(0- r)C_

Wrii(e)

(73)

is definitely negaiive.33
Clearly then the likelihood that any individual will have a desired military stay sufficiently large to

induce enlistment for a given minimum enlistment period is positively related to the .military beginning
wage and negatively related to the beginning civilian wage. Alternatively, this likelihood is positively related

to the ratio of beginning military to beginning civilian wages. Given the likelihood of enlistment the arrival
rate of potential enlistees depends on the number of individuals at the appropriate point in their work
careers. The number of individuals in the 16 through 19 age group is usually taken to be the relevant group

for this case.

3 3 As is clear from (72) this iso-present value constraint is not linear in M and C. In fact, it is concave. This concavity
of the constraint in no Way affects our analysis so lone as the constraint is less concave than the indifference curves.
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In addition to the relative beginning wages the probability of being employed has been ignored in the

al ve analysis. In the long run however, a reduction in the probability of being employed will increase the

likelihood that an individual with a positive desired military service that is less than the minimum required

will nonetheless find it optimal to enlist. Thus, some measure of the probability of being employed in the

civilian sector Must be used in explaining short-run changes in the arrival rate.

In addition to the impact of relative wages on the arrival rate the theory has shown the importance of

their impact on the desired years of military service. This latter element is important because length of

service along with the allowable force determines the turnover rate and thus, the demand for enlistees. In

the Air Force market the actual number of enlistees is determined jointly by the -arrival rate (supply) and

the force level maintenance requirement (demand). This latter element is composed of the mean length of

stay in the Air Force and the allowable force level_ What is observed as enlistments will, when force level

maintenance' requirements exceed arrivals, be a point on the supply curve and, when arrivals exceed force

level maintenance requirements, be on the demand curve,

The following paragraphs contain a brief description of the data used for the statistical analysis. The

data description accounts fcr the fact that individuals enter the decision making group rather unevenly

through the year resulting in a seasonal effect on the arrival rate. In addition, during some of the period of

the data the draft was still in effect. In this case the decision making process described earlier must be

modified since even those with zero desired military service may Find it optimal to enlist. In both of these

cases dummy variables were used to account for these effects.

Description of Data

This se .ion presents a description of the variables employed in the analysis. It is of particular

importance to note certain institutional aspects of the Air Force personnel system which have generated the

available data. Initially, several alternative measuics of first-term enlistments are discussed. This is followed

by a delineation of the nature and sources of the data which appear as explanatory variables.

Much of the empirical work which follows is intended to explain observed variations in acces:,;:,r.. of

Air Force enlisted personnel. There are two important dates associated with each enlistment: "Total Active

Federal Military Service Date" (TAFMSD, or service date) and "paydate." The latter refers to the date on

which the individual executes an enlistment contract, that is, the date on which longevity begins accruing

for pay purposes. TAFMSD is the date on which the enlistee actually commences active duty.

Supply-related factors such as seasonality in enlistments and demand-related constraints such as

end-strength requirements result in the fact that, for some individuals, paydate precedes TAFMSD. For

example, a high school senior might decide to enlist in January, but not to report for active duty until after

graduation in June. Or, to prevent the size of the enlisted force from exceeding Congressionally-mandated

manpower levels near the end of a particular fiscal year, some enlistees may be "carried over" to the

following year. In any case, these individuals are assigned to the inactive Reserve for the period during

which they are waiting to begin active service.

The above considerations give rise to three possible measures of the gross monthly flow of enlistees to

the Air Force: enlistments based on paydate, enlistments based on TAFMSD, and enlistments of individuals

for whom paydate and TAFMSD coincide.

On a priori grounds, one would expect enlistments based on paydate exhibit a relatively larger

degree of fluctuation over time than the other two measures. Seasonal trends would be expected to be more

pronounced in the paydate enlistment series since this represents the unadjusted monthly number of

"hires" by the Air Force.

If the Air Force attempts to "smooth" the flow of enlistees to the active force, this should be

reflected in the TAFMSD data. Enlistments based on service date give a measure of the number of

individuals who report to begin employment each month.
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Finally, the enlistment data on individuals for whom paydate and TANS!) coincide can he
interpreted as representing "immediate enlistments." These are enlistees who do nut wait to begin
e. ployment and this series would, in general, seem to follow the basic hiring pattern of the Air Force.

Figure 24 displays the three enlistment series for the cliche time period covered by the present
analysis. The data were derived front a computer talk. made available by Cie Air Force Human Resources

Laboratory.

Data relating to the civilian labor force were obtained from published and unpublished sources of the

Bureau of Labor Statistics (BI,S).14 It was assumed that the relevant group from which potential enlistees

are obtained is the total male, noninstitutionalited population, ages 16 to 19 years, inclusive. No attempt
has been made to adjust this group to obtain an estimate of the so-called "qualified military available"
(QMA). For this age-sex classification, monthly observations were gathered on the following variables: total

civilian labor force participants, total not in the labor force. and total unemployed. In accordance with BLS
definitions, the total non-institutionalized population of 16 through 19-year-old males is the sum of those
in the labor force and those not in the labor force. The unemployment rate is, then, the total unemployed
divided by the number in the labor force. The employmeni rate appearing in sonic of the regressions is
calculated to he unity minus the unemployment rate.

In the initial regressions, civilian wages were taken to be the average weekly earnings of production or

nonsupervisory personnel on private nonagricultural payrolls. These data were multiplied by 4 to obtain
monthly wage equivalents. Ilowever, no adjustments were made to take account of variations in the length

of the work week. In these same regressions, military wages are the monthly basic compensation of
individuals in paygrade F-1. Although enlisted personnel receive a variety of other allowances both directly

and in kind. most forms of compensation are-proportional to base pay so that using only the latter as a
measure of military wages affects absolute, rather than relative, levels of militay pay,

Over a period covered by this study, the enlisted force declined from a strength of almost 725,000 at

the end of FY 1969 to just over 480,000 by the close of FY 1976. To take account of this reduction, a
force level variable appears in many of the regressions: it is measured by entering the end-of-fiscal-year

manpower ceilings established in the Congressional budgeting process. Over the same period, however, the

number of individual in paygrade F-1 rose from 18,000 at the end of FY 1969 to a peak of just over
5,000 in FY 1971 then declined to about 20,000 at the end of FY 1976. This trend is reflected in

variable "Fl."'s

Finally, four dummy variables have been introduced. Three are seasonal dummies: the spring dummy

(SPDUM) has the value of 1 for the months of March, April, and May; the summer dummy (SLURY!)
equals 1 for June, July, and August; and the autumn dummy (AUDUM) has the value 1 for September,

October, and November. To take account of the possibility that the operation of the Selective Service
System had an impact on Air Force enlistments, a draft dummy (DFIDUM) was entered. The draft dummy
has a value of 1 for January 1973, or earlier, and zero otherwise.'

Table 2 summarizes the major points discussed in this section.

"U.S. Department id [ ahor, Bureau of t ahoy Statistics. Employment and Earnings. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
(;ov .rnment Printing Office, various issues.

35 Force level inventories arc depicted in Appendix I).

16 President Richard Nixon announced the end of the draft on January 27,1973. The Air Force is the only one Of
the four services which has never used the draft to procure enlisted personnel, SQ the DFTDUM ain be interpreted as
representing an exogenous inducement to enlist in the Air Force rather than the U.S. Army.
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'ruble 2. Summary of Variable Definitions and Sources

Variable Name Description
Source

ENLIST

ERATE

U

EMP

Vi(

WR

POP

LEPR

l'ORL

E

SPDtim

Gross enlistments based on
USAF fIRL

1. paydate
2. TAI:MSD
3. paydate TAEMSD

(see specific regression for definition used

Enlistment rate. Gross enlistments divided b,, total population of 1.CSAFIIRL and BLS

16 -19-year-old, non-institutionalized males.

Unemployment rate. Total unemployed divided by total labor loice BLS

participants in relevant population group.

EmploN,Tnent rate. 1-U
BLS

Civilian vy. a g es . Average weekly earnings of production of I3L5

nonsupervisory personnel on private nonagricultural payrolls times

4.
Militarl, wages. Monilily base p;o. lot grade El

wage ratio. wm

Total population of 10 19-Near-old. nomnstitutionahied males.

Labor force particir.ition rate. Total labor force participants

employe d plus onemp1o,c(11 divided by population in relevant

4C-!;:.!X gioup.

Force level. Congressiimalk-inandated end strength (total enlisted II SA El lk 1

ItAce).

Inventory of total individuals in 1,avgrade 1--1.

USAF1112.1.

USAFFIRI. and BIS

131.S

BLS

Spring. Dummy

--- March. 11111. \la?.

otherwise

SUDUM Summer Dummy.

1 J one. J Akwkist

U =-= otherwise

AUI)UM Autumn Duntniv

I = September, Novemher

U = otherwise

Draft

I = January 1973 or earlier
= otherwise

D1' MUM
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A Model for Empirical Estimation

As a means of deriving an empirical model suitable for estimation consider the basic steady state
equation derived in Section IV.

Let Tr = I pK and use the fact that 1= prrF to write (74) in two different forms

and

a' fp

(74)

(75)

a' = p7rFp (76)

In order to estimate these equations the levels of f, p. Tr and p must be related to the exogenously
determined variables Wm, We and F.

Begin with (75) and assume that

11 12

= c

Win c
(77)

where the fi are the elasticities of the mean force level f wit! ',..spect to the i-th exogeneous variable. In
Section III, it was shown that fl > 0, f2 < 0 and f3 > 0. Now, specify the turnover function in a similar

fashion, vi:

p1 p2
p =

111 We

where the elasticities of average turnover are pi < 0 and P2 > 0. Then (75) may he written

or taking logs

ft t, 13 pl p2
= 0 Wtt, W F ()W W c

(78)

(79)

Ina' = 11400 (f 1 + 1 )1 nWin + ( + P1)1 nWe + 1 n F (80)

This equation relates the mean accession rate to the starting military and civilian wages and the force level

requirement. Note that (80) is a reduced form equation and information about the structural relationships,
say the supply equation, is given only indirectly. from estimates of (80). In fact the elasticity Of accessions.
a', with respect to the military wage is fi + ill. This is the sum of a positive term, fi = the elasticity of mean
force level with respect to the military wage, and a negative term, pi = the elasticity of turnover or the
inverse of time in service with respect to the military wage. In a regression of enlistments against Wm, We
and F, the coefficients of Wm do not indicate a supply elasticity. Rather, what is obtained in sit:-11 a
regression, is fl + pi which is the sum of two opposite forces, one a tendency for higher military w
increase the mean force level because of a greater forthcoming supply of volunteers, another a tenden,_ or

the demand for accessions to decline because higher wages increase retention of personnel."

3 7,it , is quite possible that a regression estimate of (.80) would yield a Fero coefficient for 1nViim even though both fi
and mi arc significantly non-tero.
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This important finding has prolound implications for the feasibility of an all volunteer armed force

because it indicates that both of the fundamental supply elasticities to the accession and retention

markethave not yet been correctly estimated and moreover, the enlistment supply elasticity has been

greatly underestimated.
Equation (80) is to be estiniated.'n the next section. Before doing so the unemployment rate must be

put in the equation. This variable has attracted a good deal of attention in the literature cal military

manpower, but its treatment has been without adequate theoretical foundation. It is clear (from the

discussion in Section II) that the unemployment rate primarily influences short-term enlistments: The

reason for this is that fluctuations in the unemployment rate arc common and the rate is expected to return

to some normal level. Thus, the present values of careers in the civilian or military sectors are not strongly

affected by variations in unemployment. What may be affected, however, is the fraction of job searchers

who are willing to enter the military for a short period of time individuals whose optimal career profile

would have otherwise included rni time in the military.3 3 Further, a temporary high level ot-unemployment

would induce those presently in the service to extend rather than leave at the planned time. As a

consequence, the effect of unemployment on accessions is a netting out of two offsetting changes. High

unemployment increases the fraction of individuals joining the military, but by more for those planning

short stays. High unemployment also induces those presently in to extend, thus reducing accession demand.

The net affect on observed rates depends on the magnitude of these offsetting effects.

Let supply be a function of the "expected" civilian wage (1 --U)Wc, where U is the unemployment

rails; Mien it is readily shown that equation (801 may he rewritten as

= 1n0(-) + +Pi HiiVm +(f, + p-OlOWc +(14 + p3)Infl U)+ f31nF. (81)

In estimable form this equation becomes

ijo ÷ 01 I "Wm t + I iiWct + X33 I n( U) + (341 rift + et (82)

where Et is a normally distributed random error term with zero mean, and t refers to the time of the

observation (monthly in the sample used). A test the hypothesis that unemployment alters the

enlistment/extension decision as though it were the probability of securing the wage We is whether or not

02 = (33. if they are not equal, then unemployment enters the supply/retention process in some other

fashion. Generally 02 should riot equal (33 because different unemployment rates apply to enlistments and

continuations and these decisions involve different ageexperience groups.

One other equation to be estimated is another form of (80)- which uses the ratio Wm/Wc. This

equation may he written 1

Inn ' = Inc;( -) (t'r + m r) I n( fr + iidl n( I U) + 13 1 n F

Wc

(83)

Here fr, pr are the elasticities of 1. and p with respect to the wage ratio. This equation contains no

information which differs from (80). It is used because of the large number of studies that have used the

wage ratio.

Estimates
Estimates of (82) and (83) are obtained using three different measures of the accession rate as

explained in Section VI. These estimates are discusSed in ordej benning with accessions whose paydate

and service dates are equal, then moving to acc,2--;ons by paydate and then by service date.

38The result of a temporarily high !vel vf unemployment k to make the constraint convex tr.: the origin. As a

resUlt, as shown in Section II. the optim.ii ;evel of. military service increases so that arrivals potential enlistees will

increase.
1
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Accessions Paydate = Service Date

An accessioriwhose pay and service dates are equal is an individual who commenced active duty on
the date he began accruing lc ngw:ity. This individual may he regarded as one who neither elected to nor was
required to wait to begin sec,ice after executing his enlistment contract. In order for such an event to
occur, there must be a vacancy the force when the individual applies for enlistment. It follows then that
this individual did not wait in a q ieue of applicants, but was processed right into employment upon his
"arrival" or his execution of the contract. Tie proportion of individuals who are able to begin ,.mployment
immediately is plated to the proportion of the time the force is below its authorized 1c\ el. This in turn is
related to p' =-f/F or the ratio of " e mean to the authorized force level

Thus whatever increases proportion of time the service is at full strength, as measured by p',
should reduce accessions whose pay and service dates Match. This hypothesis is btoadly confirmed by the
data in Appendix C' as well as Figure 24.

In Table 3 through 8, equations (82) and (83) are estimated frofn the sample already described:'`'
The sample of monthly observations spans the period from July 1969 to June 1976 (6907 to 7606). The
estimates are made over the entire sample with a dummy variable included for the period.6907 to 7301 to
represent the period of the draft (Tables 3 and 4). The estimates were also made separately on the 6907 to
7301 subsample (Tables 5 and 6) and on the all volunteer period 7302 to 7606 (Tables 7 and 8). The
sample periods and form of the dependent variable are identified in each table. The SP, SU and AU dummy
variables, as identified in Section VI, represent seasonal periods spring, summer arid autumn. Two forms of
the dependent variable were used in the logarithmic equations estimated. The log of the enlistment rate

R
LNERTE was used as the dependent variable in (82) and (83). The other form chi .en was the log of

R

where R is the enlistment rate. The latter form is referred to as the LOGIT model (sL'e Cooper. 1977; Then,
1971).

The results for the entire sample are mixed as might be expected for such a het.rogeneous period.
The equations have rather high R2 values. but the Durbin-Watson statistic (I) --W) indicates the presence of
a good deal of serial correlation.

The DFT dummy is not significant and does not permit the periods to be differentiated by the
intercepts of the reduced form equation. There is no persistent pattern to the seasonal dummies.

The coefficient of the wage ratio (WIZ) is neptive at high levels of significance with both forms of

dependent variables. This coefficient is cw + rrr where cw > 0, and rrr <0. Thus the negative coefficient
r

suggests that a higher military/c;,ilian wage ratio induces improved retention, thus lowering the oh:,crved
accession rate. When each wz!',,e enters the regression separately the respective coefficients are negative and
sign i tican t.40

This pattern does not hold up over all subsamples, however, and it is difficult to attach any
significance to tills (;,,ding. The pattern for the employment and force level variables is also unstable 1,1

this sample.
The somewhat more homogeneous sample for the period 6907 to 7.301. during which the draft was in

effect yields more irteresting results. The 1)- W statistic indicates that, while some serial correlation
remains; it is less of a For this sample, the \+/.1o,e ratio coefficient is ne:!.a-tive at very high revels of
significance. A clearer n:;ti ern emerge, for the wages entered separately: the military wage his a negative

"The aetuai regressions contain two variables not discussed in the theoretical discussion above. These are the
number of personnel au. t hor../eil in pal.).Jaiie 1. I (denoted as I I in the regressions) and the lahor force participation rate
(denoted as LI-PR). The first of these is use.: as a proxy for the clesircil in,itority of the tor, The second is an alternatic
to the employment rate.

40 tuit is, both increases in civilian and increases rethICt.' net enlistments. in a propel.. spe,:ilied
model if the wage ratio v.ere the relevant variable the coefficients of V"Tri :Inc! W... should ha: equal but opposi,,. in
sign. However for reasons tie hick will he cluciilatct: below some iit the mod..-ls est 111 1.1 are poi properly specified



Table 3. OLSQ Regression Estimate of Reduced Form Model: Accessions by Paydate = TAFMSD

.1W1111MIIYO...1.1.n.1.14.111101...mnIP04.1111P.P1

Period

Coefficient' of Logs of Independent Vat lebles
Dummy Veriiblei

Dip,

Ver, W
R

Wm We EMP FORL El LFPR SP SU

MATE
(4,490)

1,12817

(.4.898)

-1,07964

1-4.637)

0.12748

00681

0,13827

(0,1311i

162207

(2,228)

2,53804

(2,200)

2.70373

(3,328)

-0.44220

(-2.051)

41,43260

(-2,0(11)

-0,66548

(-0,436)

05385 0,12781

(0.411) (0,856)

0.031'rc8 0.11597

(0,240) (0.792)

0,04909 0,33854

(0,387) (0.671)

-0,84371 .12(0 (1,42281
0.09531 0.13256

(-3,972) (
)) (0,175) (1,030)

-1.0(1826 -'.0,1520 ';.919.10 0,11071 424054

(,5,308) S,h1 )C1 1.1 4.821) (1.023) (-1.755)

102517 !hi, 4120 -0,07723 0.10535 423387

(-5.239. .1' 4-133) (-0,399) 0361) (1.684)

-0,8152".
-11,84458 0,101P,7 0,38730

1-3 732 1...3.
(-0.585) (0.845) 10.817)

.0.89447 01.76: 8,0 .09 -0,15282 0.19452 0.16128 -0,05969

4) I 0,757) (0.142) (1,396) (.-0.130)

AU OFT

(1.04794 0,28076

(0.333) (1,552)

1M4530 0.07122

(0,322) (0,348)

0,08013 0.03473

(0.581) (0.115)

0.08742 0,01810

(0.675) (0.101)

R2 DM

0.786 0.704

0.797 0.770

0.798 0,750

0.812 0,732

411668 -0,05808 0.856 0937

(-0,96)1) (-0.363)

= 0,:1 323 408663 0.857 0,945

(-0,924) (0,494)

0.10511 400042 0,813 0.720

(0.805) (-0,002)

0.05673 420135 0,842 0,872

(0,464) (-1,092)



Table 4, OLSQ Regression Estimates of Reduced Form Model: Accessions by Paydate w TAPS

Dep.

Var,

CoeffIclents of Logs of Independent Variables

WA Wm We

Dummy Variables

EMP FOAL El LFPR SP SU AU OFT R
2

D.W

LOG1T -1.03561

(-4,491)

-1.12882

(-4,899)

-1.40454

(-6,834)

0.1268(1 2,62211

(0,068) (2.1281

,23763 2.53811 .0,44235

(0,1311) (2,211) 1
1_05

0.05390 0.12787 0,04797 (1,28(1911 0,786 0,704

(0,412) ((1.856) (0.333) (1,552)

0.03092 (1,11602 0.04534 0,07129 0.797 0,77C

(0,240) (0,792) ((1,312) (0.348)

-11,12208 0.09069 0,08007 0.00305 0.61912 0,756 0,67E

(-0,(175) (0,664) (0.15(1) (0,021) (4,387)

-1,08030 2,111 ,5 -11,43274 -0,66594 004912 0.33871 0.08015 0,03481 0,798 0,750

(4,638) (3,321) f. 2,1)1)1) (-(1.436) (0.387) (0,671) (0,583) (0.175)

1,00888 .14,64060 4,99846 ..13.92560 0.11078 -0,24063 -0,11671 -0,05808 0,857 0,931

(-5.310) (-5,666) (2,886) ( 4,8221 (1.1)23) (-1,755) (4960) (-0,365)

1.(12579 14,25220 4,91)218 -13.54750 0,07723 0,10543 -0,23395 -0.11326 -0,08663 (1,857 0,94!

( 5,241) ( 5,1351 (2,788) (-4.434) ( 0,398) (0,961) (-1.684) (-0,924) (-0.494),

(1,8951)5 ._10,7715 8,03798 0.15284 0,19444 .16136 405969 (1,05675 -0,20138 0,842 0.87;

(-4,237) (-4,122) 1 3.2561 (-0,756) (0.142) (1396) (-0,130) (0,464) (-1.090

-0,12288 140873 -0.00097. 0.16837 0,12175 0.28517 0,360 0.991

(-1,101) 1 1.441) (-0.015) (2.512) (1,869) (3,423)

-0,19751 11.63725 -0.37324 -0.01846 (1.16215 (1.12298 0,10421 0,45(1 1,21f

(-1.861) ( 1,617) I-3,526) (-0,305) (2.613) (2,023) (1.119)



Table 5. OLSQ Regression Estimates of Reduced Font' Model: Accessions by Paydate = TAFMSD

Coefficients of Logs of Independent Variables
Dummy Variables

Dip.

Period Vif, WR Wm We EMP FORL El LFPR SP SU AU OFT R2 D.W'

1301 INERTE -1.54926

(-9:439)

-1,96170

(-8,40;

-1.88549

( -7,649)

-2,29528

(-1,049)

-4,62270

( ,2,552)

-2,63102

(-1.788)

-.3.54802

(-2,995)

0.04147

(0.255)

-0.03964

1-0,259)

0,00674

(0,042)

0,06838

(0,440)

-0,17498

(-1.132)

-0,08905

(-0.510)

0,16464

(1,080)

-0,03392

(-0,235)

0,04247

(0,260)

0,115

0,730

0,738

1,364

1,357

1,4,48.

-1.99569
4.9391 0.34456 -0,05050 -0.17599 -0,03428 (1,737 1,357

(-8,460)
1.-3,093) (0,980) (-0329)

1- 1.138) (-0.235)

-1,91966 .2,00847 -3.29720 ).29426 -0.00833 -0.10065 0.03261 0.743 1,433

(-7.646) j- 0.902) (-2,958) (0,825) (-0,572) (0.199)

-1.46133 -9.87041 2,68999 -12.84740 0.46507 0,01427 -0.25415 -0,02916 0.775 1,179

(-4,613) (-1.837) 0).895) (-2,773) (1.338) (0.093) (-1.402) (-0,184)

-1.48860 -5,35690 -7 19935
0,745 1,273

(-5.282) (-1,476) (-3,092)

-1.50854 -5,59752 -8,41587 0.38765
0,754 1.261

(-5,368) (-1.547) (-3-317) (1,172)



Table 6. OLSQ ReFesion Estimates of Reduced Form Model: Accessions by Paydate = TAFMSD

Dip,

Pitiod Ver. WR

LOGIT -L9687I

69071 'i
(- 8,409)

-1.99672

(-8,462)

-1.92062

( -7.647)

1.54997

( -9,440)

-1.88643

( -7,650)

Coefficient, of Logs of independent Variables Dummy Variable,

D.W
Wm We EMP FORL El LFPR SP SU AU DFT R2

3,55060 -0.3960 0.17501 -0,03394 0.731 1.356

( -2,996) (-0.259) (-1,132) (-0.232)

-4,19689 0.34477 -0.05046 -0.17603 -03431

(-3.094) (0.980) (-0,329) (-1,138) (-0,235)

-2,01037 -3,29933 0.29442 -0.00826 -0.10062 0,03265 0.744 1.433

(-0,903) (-1,958) (0,825) (-0.051) (-0,571) (0,199)

4,62611 0.04157 0.06852 0.16477 0.715 L364

( -2.553) (0.256) (0,441) (1.081)

-2,29734 -2.63278 0.00682 -0.08901 0.04252 0.739 1,44&

(-1.049) (1.789) (0,043) (-0.509) (0.261)

-1.82179 3.66943 -4,03725 0.01647 0,00235 0.10388 0.724 1,453

(-5.971) (1.816) (-2.132) (0.100) (0.014) (0,638),

-1.81990 4,85576
-1,92927 -0,04670 0.53599 0.05069 0.697 ,1.136

(-5.554) (2,370) (-0.953) (-0.276) (0.764) (0,290)

-1,46212 -9.87370 2.68978 -12,85300 0,46530 0.01435 -0.25418 -0,02914 0.775 1,179

(- 4.614) (-1.837) (0,894) (-2.773) (1.338) (0,094) (-1,402) (-0,184)



Table 7. OLSQ Regression Estimates of Reduced Form Model: Accessions by Paydate = TAFMSD

Period

Corfficlonti of Logi of Independent Varlablu Dummy Vs, Min

cmDep.

WR
m

wc EMP FORL El LFPR SP SU AU DFT R2

7302.7606 LNERTE -2.73747 6.28489 0.01710 0,09330 0,19766 -0,04741 0.677 1,640

(-0.957) (6.683) (0,071) (0.732) (1,206) (-0,339)

-2.71184 6.26015 0.09201 0,19912 -0.04595 0.677 1.635

(-0.968) (7,184) (0,738) (1,241) (-0.336)

-2.38779 0.58293 5.91500 0,08412 0.18695 -0.06369 0.677 1.661

(-0,780) (0.282) (3.922) (0.650) (1.111) (-0.419)

-2.37688 0,59321 5.90390 -0.00344 0.08373 0.18703 -0.06371 0.677 1,660

(-0,743) (0,268) (3,448) (-(1.014) (0.624) (1.094) (-0,413)

-1.86515 4.30418 8.67139 0.07788 0.26896 -0.03023 0.679 1.703

(-0.561) (0.995) (1.724) (0.602) (1.242) (- 0,213)

-1.86683 4.35999 -0,03678 8.74658 0.07806 0.27128 -0,02876 0.679 1.703

(-0,553) (0,736) (4.014) (1.181) (0,592) (0,986) (- 0,162)

-1.82994 4.34347 -0.01090 8.73649 -0,01030 0.07682 0.27220 -0.02853 0.679 1.701

(-0,318) (0,720) (-0.004) (1.161) (-0,043) (0,560) (0.972) (- 0.158)



Table 8. OISQ Regression Estintates of Reduced Form Model: Accessions by Paydate = TAFMSD

Coefficients of Logs of Independent Variables Dummy Variables

Dip,
Var.

Wm We
EMP FORL El LFPR SP SU AU OPT

LOGIT -2,73797 6.28590 0.01707 0.09330 0.19769 -0.04743

(- 0.957) (6.683) (0.077) (0,732) (1.206) (-0.339)

-2,38824 0,58307 5,91596 0,08413 0.18698 -0.06371

(-0,780) (0,282) (3.922) (0,650) (1.111) (-0,419)

-2,71237 6.26119 0.09202 0,19915 -0,04596

(-0,968) (7.185) (0,738) (1.241) (-0.336)

-1,86719 4,36082 -0.03675 8.74808 0.07807 0.27132 -0,02877

(-0.553) (0.736) (-0.014) (1.181) (0.5Q2) (0.986) (-0.162)

4,79844 3,58631 5,37835 -0.00887
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and highly significant relation to accessions, and the civilian wage fades to low significance. This suggests

that, even during the period of the draft when the supply to the Air Force was encouraged, the primary

effect of the Air Force wage was to reduce accessions because of a strong retention effect. The pattern of

regression coefficient sizes for the employment variable shows great seasitivity to the variables included

with it in the regression. Moreover, this period is characterized by observations on the demand side of the

market, so what is revealed in the employment coefficient is the relation of Air Force demand to other

variables that are correlated with (1 U). This observation is further supported by the negative coefficient

on the force level variable. In a non-draft period this coefficient would he positive lot a system in steady

state. The negative coefficient appears to be due to the large force level changes that occurred over the

period and the presence in the force of large numbers of individuals with common enlistment periods. When

force level requirements were reduced late in the period, a large proportion of the force also ended its tour

thus requiring high levels of accession flows.

The most stable and interesting results are those covering the volunteer period 7302 to 7606. The

DW statistic indicates a reasonable lack of serial correlation in the sample observations. The wage ratio

coefficient is negative, but statistically insignificant in the LNERTE regressions (Table 7). The force level

variable dominates all other variables in terms of significance, which is to he expected since the reductions

in force level that took plAce over this period were by far the major changes in the underlying exogenous

variables.4

In Table 8 the coefficient of the wage ratio is negative but not significantly so. When the wages are

entered separately, the coefficient of the military wage becomes significantly negative, while the civilian

wage coefficient is positive but not signiticant.4 2 Both these coefficient signs suggest that the equilibrium

accession rate is demand-determined. A rise in the military wage reduces turnover and accession demand,

thus lowering observed accessions. A higher civilian wage increases turnover and thus accession demand and

so leads to an increase in observed accessions. The positive but insignificant coefficient of employment

opportunities is also consistent with this view. Enhanced civilian employment opportunities reduce

retention, thereby increasing accession demand leading to a highcl obs,rved accession rate.

Accessions: Paydate
An enlistees paydate marks the time he has executed an enlistment contract and begins accruing

longevity but has not begun active duty. Since paydate records the time an individual enlists, the number of

accessions by paydate is the closest counterpart to supply available in the sample. Some enlistees will begin

service on their paydate and others will begin later, however, this timing would seem to depend more on the

personnel management practices of the Air Force, and particularly on the need to smooth out the random

fluctuations in enlistments to meet force level requirements and manage training school loads.

Estimates of the reduced form equation (83) are presented in Tables 9 through 14. The estimates for

the entire sample do accord somewhat more importance to the draft dummy than those obtained for

paydate = service date accessions, The pattern of seasonal dummy variables also suggests that the supply of

enlistments is heaviest in the spring, whereas accessions by service date were heaviest in the summer,

reflecting the cary-over of the heavy ,pring enlistment surge. However, for the all volunteer period 7302

7606 the enlistment surge occurs in the winter quarter (see Tables 13 and 14). This is consistent with the

view that during the volunteer period (ewe' enlistees are drawn from college, quite possible because, in the

absence of the draft, the inducement to attend college is lessened.

Throughout the estimated equations the coefficient of the wage ratio is positive but insignificant. For

the equations estimated by paydate = service date (Table 3 through 8) and by service date (Tables 15

through 20) this coefficient is consistently negative. This does support the view that enlistments by paydate

4 I These results point up the importance of the retention market in the determinations of accesci,

421n this case the signs of the two wages arc as predicted opposite and moreover in two of th, ssions they are

not significantly different in absolute value indicating that for this sample period and definition of accessions the relative

wage variable is relevant.



hble 013() Revision Estimates of Reduced Form Model: Accessions by Paydate
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Table 16, OLSQ Regression Estimates of Reduced Form Model: Accessions by TANS))
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Table 17, OLSQ Regression Estimates of Reduced Form Model: Accessions by TAFMSD
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Table 19, OLSQ Regression Estimates of Reduced Form Model: Accessions by TAFMSD
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Table 20, OLSQ Regression Estimates of Reduced Form Model: Accessions by TAFMSD
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are more indicative of supply activity. It must he kept in mind, however, that the equation estimated is not

a supply equation but is a reduced form equation showing the net effect of demand and supply variables on

enlistments.
When the military and civilian wages are separately entered int,- the regession equation for the all

volunteer period, the military wage has an insignificant negative sign. This reflects the opposing forces so

often referred to in this report. A higher military wage increases retention thus reducing accession d; [nand

but also increases accession supply. As a result, the actual accession rate moves slightly downward. The

coefficient underestimates the elasticity of retention with respect to the military wage. On the other hand

the coefficient of the civilian wage is significantly negative for the volunteer period, but this coefficient is

insignificant in the paydate = service date and the .1'_.tvice date regressions. This is further evidence that

paydate accessions reflect supply activity better than the other variables which are subject to Air Force

personnel management policies to a greater extent. Also omit the civilian wage and the employment

variable have negative signs in contradistrinction to the other regressions which further supports this view.

However, the coefficient of We cannot be taken to be a supply elasticity with respect to the civilian wage

for several reasons. First, the force level coefficient is negative indicating that the estimates of the reduced

form equation are probably misspecified. Moreover, the data are plagued by a strong negative correlation

(r = ---.98) between the civilian wage and .iie force level. Largely, this is due to the fact that the wage rates

are not detleated by a price index. While these problems do not affect interpretation of the wage ratio, they

do vitiate the results for those equations in which both wages enter separately.

Accessions: Service Date (TAFMSD)

New accessions begin service on tliLir TAFMSD. This date may match the paydate for many

individuals but it is later than the paydate for the largest proportion of inductees' There are two reasons

why service date is later than paydate. The volunteer may wish to sign up now in order to pick the date of

entry into the service. Or the Air Force may wish to carry over personnel from a given month to a future

month as a means of smoothing the flow of accessions. In either case it is evident that observed accessions

by service date reflect Air Force willingness to allow early sign-ups or to smooth accession flows and thus

one would expect accessions by service date to more strongly reflect Air Force demand policies than

accessions with paydate equal to service date.

This conjecture is supported by comparing the coefficients of the wage ratio in service date
regressions (Tables 15 thru 20) with those in the paydate regressions (Tables 9 through 14). For the

volunteer period the wage coefficients for service date accessions are negative (though not significant) while

they are positive (but insignificant) for paydate accessions. Note that the equation estimated is still a

reduced form, not a supply or demand equation: a reasonable conjecture is simply that variations in

accessions by service date are more reflective of variations in demand than supply. This conjecture is further

borne out in the regressions for the entire sample. In the paydate regressions the coefficient of the civilian

wage is negative but larger in absolute value and statistically more significant than the service date

regressions. This finding accords with the notion that the civilian wage, while a factor in Air Force accession

demand because of its effect on the retention market, more strongly affects the direct supply of volunteers.

AFQT Distributions

It has been argued throughout this report that if the Air Force wage, and the civilian alternatives of .

volunteers and the rate at which prospective volunteers search the Air Force are all fixed, then the force

level, the quality of personnel, or both will do a random walk. Evidence has been presented (see Appendix

D) to support the fact that the personnel inventory does fluctuate, and does not always equal the mandated

force level. Some inventory adjustment is made at year-end to meet the year-end force level constraints.

Nonetheless, the force level is not permitted to deviate far from the mandated Iceel; monthly personnel

inventories match interpolated year-end constraints fairly closely. This raises the issue of wt at is happening

to the AFQT distribution. Does it fluctuate as this theory suggests, and if so does it follow the pattern

suggested by the theory?
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The thetny indicates that in the accession inaiket if the Air Force is to meet its force level

constraints, it must be a quality taker. That is, it must take its quantities of monthly accessions from the

highest mental category consistent with acquiring the accessions required for that month. If this is so, then

whenever supply is plentiful relative to demand, say because the military wage is favorable relative to
civilian wage or the civilian market exhibits high unemployment, the AFQT distributions of entering
recruits should shift toward higher mental groups. Moreover, the same effect is operable in the retention

market and serves to shift the AFOT distribution of those retained whenever the downward fluctuation in

the civilian economy is sufficiently great.

Appendix F. histograms of the AFOT distributions for less than 1 year of service and 4 years of
service are given bi-annually fOr reeember 1970 through 19Th. The behavior of the left- and right-hand tails

of the distributions evidences Air Force skimmings (shrinkage of the right-hand tail) during high
unemployment years 1974 and 1976. (hi the other hand there is some contraction of supply, as shown by

the shrinkage of the left-hand tail. during better employment years. This is caused by the higher mental

groups opting for civilian employment and the Air force meeting its quota by taking in individuals with

lower scores.
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APPENDIX A: CONTINUATION RATES,, MEAN TIME IN -HIE AIR vORCE

AND PROMOTION PROBABILITIES

Table Al displays continuation rates for the total enlisted force. These are conditional probabilities in

the sense that they measure the odds that an individual in his ith year of service will survive (continue) to

the i + 1st year of service. The available data were generally for 2-year length of service categories. Thus, if

Cj represents the continuation rate, a typical entry in Table Al gives the probability that enlistees in, for

example, their first or second year of service remain in Air Force through their third or fourth year of

service. (The j subscript refers to the terminal year of service.)

Table A2 shows the calculated stopping rates, Sj, for the total enlisted force. Si =

Table A/. Total Enlisted Force: Continuat.;on Rates

Years of Service 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

From To June Dec June Dec June Dec June Dec June Dec June Dec

1.1100 1.000 1000 1.001) 13100 1.11110 1.000 .1 ion um() 1.000 1.1(011 1,000

1 2 3 4 9.474 0.594 060' 0.54 1 11.513 0.538 13514 0.551 11.531 0.522 0.512 0.586

4 0.204 0169 0.201 9.797 0.347 0.326 0.349 0 346 (1.354 0.370 0.463 (1.436

4 5 11.84() 0.847 0.851 11.904 11,964 0.95(1 0,926 0.940 0.921 0.926 0.927 0.906

3 4 4 5 0.306 0.291 9.3'77 0.522 0 695 0.464 (1.422 1).4.19 13509 0.580 0.626 (1.6(11

4 5 6 7 0.54 7 (1.856 0.858 0.853 (1. 79 (1.849 0.836 ((.846 0.8111 0.782 0.771 0.803

6 7 5 9 0.714 0.753 1),(3 I 8 08 '4 0.883 0.1305 0.775 0.776 0.776 0.775 0.776 0.777

8 9 1 11 0.925 0.887 0.959 0.04 0.976 0.961 ((.943 (1.144 9.034 0.917 0.928 0.931

10 I I 12 13 0.915 0.932 0,963 0.961 0.963 9.957 0.951 0.949 0.942 0.930 0.954 0 951

I 2 13 14 13 0.07 3 0.979 0.907 0.088 04995 1089 0.079 0.077 0.072 9.957 0.983 (1.985

14 IS I6 17 9.000 11 983 1001 0.087 0.089 0.989 0.985 0.986 0.979 9,063 (1.996 (1.997

16 17 18 19 1).003 0.989 1.91(6 0.094 11.901 0.996 0.991 0.989 0.98i 0.964 0.967 (1.994

18 19 'n 21 0 419 0.416 9.4 1 2 (1.376 0.340 0.347 0.364 0.384 0.40(1 0.377 0.383 0,438

.2(1 2i 23 M439 1.507 0,508 0.51 9 0.521 0.504 ((.479 0.465 0.493 0.464 0.481 0.534

22 '3 24 25 0.504 0.63" 9,615 9.621 (1.575 (1.607 (1.576 0.553 (1.575 0.554 0.588 0.648

24 25 26 27 0.365 (1195 11.612 10601 0.532 0.500 0.447 9.384 (1.370 0,325 0.346 0.433

26 27 28 39 0.602 0.633 11.605 0.384 0,5 15 0.453 0.357 0.268 0.269 0.229 0.227 0.329

28 29 30 31 0.187 OA so 9.180 0.191 0.145 0.113 0085 9 941 0.022 0.006 0.1)08 0.014

Note. - Sour, Air Syst m , Air Force Htltilan Resources Laboratory'., Computational Sciences

2.; kils. 1977.

iabic "12. Total Enlisted Force: Stopping Rates

Years of Service 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

From To June Dec June Dec June Dec June Dec June Dec June Dec June Dec

I I 2 (1 0 0 (1 (1 11 0 0 (I 0 0 0 (1 0

1 2 3 4 .526 .406 .398 .457 .487 .462 .486 .449 .469 .478 .488 .4l

3 4 .796 .831 .799 .703 .653 .674 .651 .654 .646 .630 .537 .564 .560 .510

4 5 .160 .133 .149 .096 J136 .95(1 .074 .060 .079 .074 .1173 .094 .108 .088

3 4 4 c .696 .7110 .623 .478 .395 .536 .578 .561 .491 .42(1 .374 .397

4 5 6 7 .153 .144 .142 .147 .12! .151 .164 .154 .180 .218 .220 .197

6 7 8 9 .286 .245 .182 .176 .117 .1 ,,.5 .225 .224 .224 .225 .224 .223

8 9 10 11 .1175 .113 .1)41 .036 .024 039 .1157 56 .066 .083 072 .069

10 11 12 13 .1185 .068 .1)37 .039 .037 .043 ((49 .051 .058 .117(1 046 .049

I_' 1 3 1 4 I S .1(27 . 0 2 1 .003 .112 10 5 3) 11 .021 013 .028 043 .017 MI5.,

14 15 16 17 .101) .015 0 10 1 .i1I1 .011 .1)15 .1114 .021 .037 .004 .003

I5 17 18 10 .007 .011 I) .1(116 .(109 .004 .009 .011 .020 .1)36 .033 006

18 10 20 21 .581 .584 .588 .624 .660 .653 .636 .616 .600 .613 .6(7 .562

21) 21 22 23 .561 .493 402 .481 .47') .496 , 2I .535 .5(17 .536 .519 .466

-,3 2 3-- 24 25 .4)16 .368 .385 .378 .425 .193 .424 .447 .425 .446 .412 .352

24 25 26 27 .435 Ani .388 .309 .468 .500 .553 .616 .63(1 .675 .654 .567

26- 27 18- 29 .108 .367 1.9' .416 485 .547 .643 .732 .731 .771 .773 .671

38 29 30 31 .813 .820 8711 .800 .855 .877 .915 959 .978 .994 .092 .986

Note. - S ttti Air I
1)ivisnm .2 , ,

, Alt 111111,11
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Using the information in Tables Al and A2 the probabilitie, ,,f years of service, Pi, can be obtained

and are shown in Table A3. The Pi represent the conditional probabilities that an individual leaves the Air

Force in his ith year of service even that he has remained up to that point, that is

16

S. 11 S.j .

These calculations used the midpoints of the years of service intervals. Mean time in the Air Force (M) is,

then,
1h

M
1

where Yi is the midpoint given in Column I of Table AI

The promotion probabilities in Table A4 were developed from cross-sectional data.
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Table Ai. Probabilities of Years of Service, Mean Years of Service

'OM of
ilfelce
Wigs

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

June Dec June Dec June Dec June Dec June Dec ,lune Dec June Di

1,5 1 I I I I 1 I I I I I 1 1

3,5 .249 .241 .240 .248 .250 .249 150 ;247 ,249 .250 .250 .243

4.5 .101 .123 .141 .1;5 .123 .134 .125 ,136 .133 .121 .1211 .14

6,5 .019 .021 .028 ,036 3133 302 .030 3112 3140 .052 3157 3)56

8,5 .025 .1(27 .029 .035 .028 3133 .032 .036 .019 .041 .043 .049

10.5 .006 .011 .006 ,007 .006 .006 ,008 .008 .011 .014 303 1114

123 .006 .006 .005 .007 .008 ,007 .006 ,007 .009 ,011 .008 .010

14.5 .002 .002 .11004 .002 .001 3102 .003 .1)03 .004 .006 ,003 3)03

16.5 .001 ,001 0 .002 .002 3102 3102 ,002 .003 .005 .001 .00)

18.5 .0005 ,001 0 .010 .002 3101 ,001 301 003 .005 .00 .001

20.5 .017 .021 .036 .042 .050 3(35 .028 .032 .034 ,033 .08 .047

22.5 .007 .009 .015 .1117 .019 3113 .011 ,0(3 .014 .013 .015 021

24.5 .003 ,004 3007 .008 .010 3106 .005 .01(6 ,007 .006 3107 30 0

26.5 .002 .006 3104 .005 .0(16 304 3)03 ,003 .004 .003 .004 .007

28.5 .00I .003 3103 .003 .003 .002 n..1 ,001 .001 .003

30.5 .0004 .001 .00I .001 .1)1(1 311104 mu .2 .0001 .(10(103 .00001 310001 3001

Mean 4.028 4,646 5.003 5.437 5.601 53126 4.717 4,964 5.271 5,404 5,463 6.067

Note.- Source: Air For Systems Command. Air Force Human 1(csources Laboratory, Computational .Scicii,es DIChloli, 25.10 1977.



Table ..14. Total Enlisted Force:
Promotion Probabilities

Probability th.ii an Individtuil in Paygradvs
/ L3 will Progrem to

UAR
Date E4 E5 E6 --E9

June 69 0.91 9 0.787 0.782

Dec 69 0.890 0 759 0.785

June 70 0.987 0.818 0.866

Dec 70 0.940 0.862 0.890

J une 71 0.9 I 9 0.877 0.869

Dec 71 0.871 0.823 0.842

1 uric 72 0.983
, 0.854 0.886

Dec 72 0.926 0.846 0.885

June 73 0.864 0.765 0.801

Dec 73 0.854 0.740 0.804

June 74 0.833 0.746 0.796

Dee 74 0.789 0.709 0.749

.tune 75 0.767 0.653 0.706

Dec 75 0.743 0.621 0.677

J tine 76 0.802 0.641 0.725

Dec 76 0.769 0.607 0.669

Note. - Sour, L: Air I'm cc. Systems Air Forci. F iutniu lesrairces

I
Division. /5 July 1977.



.11'11I \DIV TRANSACTIONS

Figure I31 displays the total nuiniA.:1 or transactions taking place in fiscal year:, 1071 through 1137b

These (lat.,' are adjusted tot the size of the enlisted force in Virure R2.
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